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Summary of deliverable

This document presents a high-level description of how the PICOS architecture components have been 
implemented in the first PICOS prototype. 

The document takes the inputs from the WP4 PICOS architecture document, and extracts the 
components that were most relevant for the PICOS use cases. For each of those components, this 
document describes how the component has been implemented.

In some cases, the components have been implemented as functions of the PICOS platform prototype; 
in other cases, the components have been implemented as a combination of client-side application 
functionality (WP6) and server-side platform functionality (WP5).

This version 1.2 of the deliverable brings inclusion of a few enhancements that have been added 
to the PICOS platform prototype in the perspective of the Anglers Field trial. These 
enhancements, which are highlighted in the document, have been identified based on the 
outcomes of the 2 Lab trials conducted with the anglers community. The purpose of the platform 
enhancements is to support the changes developed in the angling community application (WP6) 
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in order to deliver a better user experience, hence improving the quality of evaluation of the 
PICOS concepts during the anglers field trial.

Thanks to a layered architecture model, only a few changes were necessary at the PICOS 
Platform layer, most of the usability imporvements being carried at the PICOS community 
application layer.
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The PICOS Deliverable Series

Vision and Objectives of PICOS 

With the emergence of services for professional and private on-line collaboration via the Internet, 
many European citizens spend work and leisure time in on-line communities. Users consciously eave 
private information; they may also leave personalized traces they are unaware of. The objective of the 
project is to advance the state of the art in technologies that provide privacy-enhanced identity and 
trust management features within complex community-supporting services that are built on Next 
Generation Networks and delivered by multiple communication service providers. The approach taken 
by the project is to research, develop, build trial and evaluate an open, privacy-respecting, trust-
enabling identity management platform that supports the provision of community services by mobile 
communication service providers. 

The following PICOS materials are available from the project website http://www.picos-project.eu. 

PICOS documentation

Slide presentations, press releases, and further public documents that outline the project 
objectives, approach, and expected results; 

PICOS global work plan providing an excerpt of the contract with the European Commission.

PICOS results

PICOS Foundation for the technical work in PICOS is built by the categorization of 
communities, a common taxonomy, requirements, and a contextual framework for the PICOS 
platform research and development;

PICOS Platform Architecture and Design provides the basis of the PICOS identity management 
platform;

PICOS Platform Prototype demonstrates the provision of state-of-the-art privacy and trust 
technology to leisure and business community applications;

Community Application Prototype is built and used to validate the concepts of the platform 
architecture and design and their acceptability by covering scenarios of private and professional 
communities;

PICOS Trials validate the acceptability of the PICOS concepts and approach chosen from the 
end-user point of view;

PICOS Evaluations assess the prototypes from a technical, legal and social-economic perspective 
and result in conclusions and policy recommendations;

PICOS-related scientific publications produced within the scope of the project. 
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Charter

Objectives of WP5

The objectives of this WP are to provide prototype implementations of the PICOS identity 
management platform which will be used within the community applications prototypes. These 
platform prototypes will address the requirements of all PICOS platform stake-holders, including 
community developers (responsible for defining different classes of communities), application 
developers (responsible for defining new community applications), community members, PICOS 
platform administrators and network operators. As such, the scope of these prototype implementations 
is expected to include the core functionality of the PICOS platform and APIs for developers of 
different classes of communities and for developers of community-based services, interfaces with 
network-based services (e.g., location servers, presence servers, messaging servers, etc), and 
administrative interfaces for platform management, for management of the communities that are 
hosted by the PICOS platform and for members of those communities. The output of this work will be 
working prototypes of the PICOS environment, as well as technical documentation of the different 
platform interfaces.

Description of work

This WP will take as input the architecture and design document from WP4. From this definition, the 
scope of the prototype implementation will be defined. Additional requirements derived from the 
nature of the target user trials and target communities will also be taken into account when defining 
the overall scope of the prototype.
The prototype implementation will be composed of 6 distinct areas:

o Core PICOS platform (functional modules for identity management, community 
management, privacy and trust management)

o Community APIs for community designers and developers of community applications

o Interfaces to network-based services and resources (e.g. location servers, presence 
servers, messaging services, communication services)

o Interfaces to business support systems

o Administrative interface for PICOS platform management

o Portal interface for community administrators and community members
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The output from this work will be a working prototype of major aspects of the PICOS 
platform system, as well as technical documentation of the programmatic interfaces.

Task 5.1 Platform prototype 1

This task will take as input the architecture and design document from task 4.1 and will 
deliver the first working prototype of the PICOS platform. The output of this task will be used 
by WP6 and WP7 to construct community application prototypes and use these to validate 
PICOS concepts and their acceptability from a user experience viewpoint. With these goals, 
the primary focus of this first prototype is expected to be on core functions of the PICOS 
platform, including the tools and interfaces that are used to create and manage communities 
(including the privacy and trust aspects) and to access community services.
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The reviewers
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Abbr Abbreviation
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API Application Programming Interface
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Dx.y [PICOS] Deliverable: Work Package x, Deliverable y
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Mobile)
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IPSec Internet Protocol Securlty
ISO International Organization for Standardization
JSR Java Specification Request
MAC Media Access Control
OSI Open Systems Interconnection

P2P Peer-to-peer
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PICOS Privacy and Identity for Community Services
PP PICOS Principle
proxyWs    Proxy Web Service part of the RPC gateway
PUA Presence User Agent
PUC PICOS Use Case
RMI Remote Method Invocation
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RSA Rivest, Shamir and Adleman
S/MIME Secure / Multipurpose Internet Mail Extensions
SDK Software Development Kit
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URL Uniform Resource Identifier
Wi-Fi [Trademark] Wireless local area network
WP Work Package
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Document functional structure

o Chapter 1 describes which components of the WP4 architecture were considered for 
inclusion in the 1st platform prototype. Of the 49 components that were presented in 
D4.1, 16 have been considered for conclusion in the prototype.

o Chapter 2 presents the high-level design of the platform. We explain how the PICOS 
functionality has been split between the platform (WP5) and the client-
based application (developed by WP6). The specification of the client application can 
be found in deliverable D6.1. This chapter also describes the generic software objects 
that are the basis for the platform design.

o Chapter 3 describes how the functionality of the selected WP4 architecture components 
is implemented in the platform prototype. Note that there is not a one-to-one mapping 
between WP4 architecture components and WP5 platform prototype components. 

o Chpater 4 describes how the PICOS use cases are supported by the platform prototype.

o Chapter 5 describes the structured approach that has been followed over the complete 
course of the wp5.1 project task. 

o Chapter 6 and 7 describe how the platform prototype implements the PICOS trust 
principles and privacy principles, respectively

o Chpater 8 presents the main conclusions from the development of this first platform 
prototype.
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1. Architecture Components selection
The D4.1 PICOS Architecture document identified 49 components that make up a PICOS system, 
spanning the application, the platform and the environment in which they are deployed. The first task 
of WP5 was to select a subset of components to include in the platform prototype. In selecting 
components for inclusion in the PICOS platform, the objective was to choose generic components that 
are community-agnostic and that help address the key PICOS themes of identity, privacy and trust 
management for community applications. 

The selection is based on an analysis of the 9 PICOS use cases that were documented in D4.1. The
following table summarises which components are required in each of the use cases in D4.1:

PICOS Use Case Required PICOS Components
PUC1: Registration Profile Management, Service Selection, Policy Management, Consent 

Manager, Partial Identity Manager, Registration, Event Logging
PUC2: Access Profile Management, Service Selection, Policy Management, Consent 

Manager, Social Presence, Access Control (including Authentication 
and Authorisation), Authentication Method Selector, Event Logging

PUC3: Revocation Profile Management, Reputation Management, Policy Management, 
Content Sharing, Revocation, Event Logging

PUC4: Multiple Identities Profile Management, Reputation Management, Service Selection, 
Partial Identity Management, Registration, Anonymisation, Event 
Logging

PUC5: Reputation Profile Management, Reputation Management, Partial Identity Manager, 
Feedback Manager, Event Logging

PUC6: External Services Profile Management, Reputation Management, Service Selection, 
Consent Manager, Partial Identity Manager, External Service Delivery, 
Privacy Advisor, Event Logging

PUC7: Content Sharing Profile Management, Content Sharing, Notification, Importer/Exporter, 
Secure Repository, Event Logging

PUC8: Presence Profile Management, Social Presence, Access Control (including 
Authentication and Authorisation), Location Sensor, Event Logging

PUC9: Private Rooms Profile Management, Consent Manager, Notification, Revocation, Sub-
Community Management, Delegation, Event Logging

Based on this analysis of the PICOS use cases, the following 16 architecture components were 
identified as candidate elements of the first PICOS prototype:

Access Control

Authorisation

Partial Identity Manager
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Privacy Advisor
Location Sensor

Notification

Registration

Sub-community management (include private rooms and non real-time content sharing)

Authentication

Reputation Manager

Service Selector

Privilege Manager

Profile Manager

Privacy Manager

Social Presence

Real-time Content Sharing

Note that for content sharing, both real-time and non real-time content sharing was considered to be 
important in the context of mobile communities. The sub-community component is understood to 
include functions for sharing content asynchronously, while the real-time content sharing component 
handles the exchange of content in real-time between community members.

A privilege manager component is included in this list although it does not feature in the use case 
descriptions in D4.1. In the analysis of the use cases, it was felt that the profile manager was often 
assumed to include both the management of a community member’s profile and the management of 
that member’s privileges within a community. We have included both components in this document in 
order to explain how those two components relate to each other.

1.1. First prototype value proposition around trust and 
privacy

The conclusion of this work was to identify the key value proposition of this first prototype around 
trust and privacy

WP5 PICOS platform capabilities

Privacy • Implement the support of multiple partial identities per User so that the User 
has full flexibility to manage which identity profile fits the best which 
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community context (forums, sub-community; chat…). The partial identity 
attributes are very rich and include presence, privacy rules, profile, contact list..

• Implement a very flexible policy engine to manage privacy and privilege rules 
attached to any attributes of users or community resources

• Allow customization of non hard-coded privacy rules at fine granularity
(presence, location, profiles…)

• Centralize the community policy management and allow rapid customization of 
these policies depending on the supported community (the application)

• Implement a privacy advisor component whose role is to advise the end user of 
any action that would endanger his privacy.

• Encrypted channel between the client and the server.

Trust • Implement a reputation framework based on user (partial identity) contributions 
(content, forum contribution). At any time users can get  user reputation 
information and use community facilities ( contact creation, start sub-
community, start chat…)

• Implement partial identities in such a way that  generic user information cannot 
be hidden in the different identities enforcing trust about profile information

• Allow correlation of identities at the platform administration level to user 
eliminate misbehaviours behind partial identities.

• Implement privacy advisor reputation management in sub-community to warn 
his administrator of member low reputation.

The initial idea was to bring a set of capabilities around trust and privacy that could be used by any 
mobile community platform.  The identified capabilities were requesting an significant adaptation of 
any community platform as most of these platforms do have a hard coded more or less rich policy 
management ; do not support multiple identities are not designed to include  privacy advisor.

From a business standpoint, it was difficult to convince existing platforms to heavily change their 
behaviour to integrate PICOS value proposition.

Therefore, it was decided to build a mobile community platform that would allow the demonstration of 
PICOS capabilities around trust and privacy. That is one of the reasons why the WP5 platform embeds 
compoenent that were not defined in WP4 (contact management,  public community component)

In the next sections, we present an overview of the platform prototype design, and for each of the 
components listed above, we explain how that component is supported by the platform prototype.

In Section 4, we provide updated descriptions of the 9 PICOS use cases to clarify how those use cases 
have been implemented as a combination of application logic and platform logic, and to explain the
interaction between the elements of the platform.
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2. WP5 High-Level Design
2.1. WP5 platform / WP6 client split and interactions

The first PICOS prototype is made of 2 elements: the WP5 PICOS platform and the WP6 application.
Most of the WP6 work is around the development of a handset client application but also WP6 brings 
a server layer to make the client server exchange over the air more efficient in some situation.

User Scenarios are composed of a chained set of operations also called orchestration. The end user 
orchestrates actions (End User orchestration) via the functions made available by the client 
application. These functions and display of information also requires a chaining of operations 
(Application orchestration) via the platform components. The platform component also manage 
chaining of basic operations called function orchestration.

The design goal was to optimize the End user orchestration (User experience) but also the application 
orchestration (limit the number of exchanges between the client and the platform over the air). The 
WP6 server operates some application orchestration to collect information and deliver it to the client 
into a single response. The WP5 platform only deals with function orchestration.  Note that the 
application orchestration differs from the function orchestration because it is specific to an application 
(and then a community)

A design goal of the WP5 platform was to offer community agnostic services so that its services can 
be re-used to support not only the angler community but other communities in the future. Any angler 
community specific requirement was then translated into a generic description of a platform feature 
(Example a watercourse description was stored in the platform as a meta-content which first content is 
a text content that stores the xml angler specific data structure. The other content of the metacontent 
can contain multimedia content to illustrate the watercourse).

2.2. Mobile access to the WP5 platform
The WP5 PICOS platform implements a set of components for community management with enforced 
capabilities around identity, policies, privacy and trust. These components are called by the WP6 client 
application to implement the PICOS use cases.

The WP5 PICOS platform interface is defined as a web service interface. However to ease the client 
development, a client RPC library is provided in the handset J2ME environment to access the WP5 
PICOS platform using a Remote Procedure Call  (RPC) rather than managing protocols. 
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Figure 1: Interfacing the WP5 platform

The WP5 PICOS platform embeds a RPC gateway that acts as a front end signalling relay for all the 
mobile interactions towards the WP5 services. The RPC gateway is a HP asset brought by the HP 
France team. This gateway also manages the access control to the platform by enforcing the 
authentication of the requester and only relaying the requests when login credentials have been 
validated (except for register and login methods).

2.3. ASP Deployment architecture

The PICOS platform is connected to internet and then must be protected against attacks. The RPC 
gateway server is the front-end access of the platform for client RPC request and is set to be installed 
in the DMZ zone of the service provider network. The rule is that there is no internet traffic that can 
directly reach the PICOS components integrated in the operator private LAN and protected by the 
service provider firewall. This firewall filter accesses from the mentioned RPC gateway.
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Figure 2: deploying the PICOS platform and the  PICOS application

The WP5 PICOS platform is composed of a set of components which can be separated into two 
categories:

o The service enablers, which offer a specific function that can be re-used by multiple 
functions.

o The orchestrated functions, which offers sophisticated functionalities requiring 
interactions between various components.

RPC gateway
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Figure 3: Functional diagram of the WP5 platform

There is a one to one mapping between the functional components described in the functional diagram 
above and the “physical” components implemented in WP5.

2.4. Character encoding (new V1.2)
All messages sent to the platform are expected to be Unicode with UTF-8 encoding. No check or 
transcoding is done on platform side. All messages sent by the platform will be encoded as UTF-
8.

2.5. Platform Objects
In order to exemplify the Picos value proposition around identity, privacy and trust, it was necessary to 
have a community platform that was offering “traditional community services” in a way  that was 
compatible with the PICOS requirements. The need to manage multiple identities seen as multiple 
instances of the same users with their own attributes and rules,  the use of a generic policy engine for 
privacy rule and privilege management and enforcement, the integration of the reputation functionality 
across the platform as well as the integration of the privacy advisor has forced us to develop these 
PICOS ready community services ( forums, sub-community, chat, content sharing). The result was a 
coherent architecture with the full flexibility to evolve in the future with the minimum constraints.

RPC gateway
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An object oriented model has been selected to describe the main elements of the platform and how 
they re connected together. This hierarchical description has been used to formalize the definition of 
the Picos resources. 

At the end, a component is defined to manage one or multiple objects, the access to its attributes and 
implement the Object methods.

Description
Each object is characterised by:

Its description
o Overall description of the Object and its main purpose

Its attributes
o List of  elements associated to the Object 

Its hierarchical link with other Objects
o Object can define attributes which are also Objects with attributes. the Object hierarchy 

is reflected in the Figure 4: Major platform Objects and their 

Its associated methods
o The PICOS platform interface provides the necessary methods to access the platform 

object and their attributes 
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Figure 4: Major platform Objects and their object hierarchical links

The main platform objects are:

public community  (root object)

user  (root object)

contact list (attribute of the user and partial Id objects)
contact (attribute of user object)

member list (attribute of public community and sub-community objects)

member (attribute of public community and sub-community objects)
sub-community list (attribute of public community and user objects)

sub-community (attribute of the public community object)

identity list (attribute of user object)
partial Id (attribute of user object)
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content (attribute of the repository object)
forum list (attribute of public community and sub-community objects)

forum (attribute of the public community object)

forum thread (attribute of the public community object)

public repository (attribute of the public community object)

categories (attribute of the public repository object)

communication (service object)

Note that all attributes are not defined as Object in the platform. Attributes are defined as object only if 
instances can be created or if some of their attributes are defined as objects.

Instances of Objects
Instances of the Objects are created as example for a new user, a new content or a new sub-
community. For each created instance, the PICOS platform returns an Id that will be used later on, to 
reference the instance and manage its attributes and methods.

The Id is composed of a prefix that references the object and of a set of digits that is a unique random 
value between 0 and 100 000 000. The prefix manages uniqueness among the objects assuming that 
the PICOS component that owns the object manages uniqueness of the Id for a particular Object.

Prefixes are as follows:

Object Name Prefix

sub-community sub-com

user rootId

partialId partialId

communication comm

category category

public forum thread pthread

public forum pforum

content content

contact contact

sub-com forum thread sthread

sub-community forum Sforum
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2.5.1. Public Community Object
The public community object is one of the root objects of the platform. It is defined as a set of 
facilities focused around community management with the following main attributes:

The members list of the public community

The title of the public community

The description of the public community
The general announcement of the public community

The terms and conditions of the public community

The public community policies

The public repository
The public community forum list

The public community sub-communities list
The public community object is a static object (no instance can be created)

Member List Attribute
A public community is composed of members who are users that registered to the public community. 
The list of members is an attribute of the public community.

An id is attached to each member of the public community.  As there is one public community, there is 
a unique association between the user id (the rootId) and the public community member id. It has been 
decided to use the rootId to reference the public community member. Note that this id is an internal   
key to reference the user and is not displayed to the End User.

Announcement Attribute
The announcement message is a global community message that can be displayed by the client 
application during the login phase. It can be used for specific community messages or planned service 
disruption. 

Terms and Conditions Attribute
The Terms and conditions attribute contains the general conditions of the community and must be 
provisioned during the public community creation. It is then typically displayed (application specific) 
during the registration process

Policies Attribute
Each Public community has its own operation policies. As the PICOS platform is community agnostic, 
it offers the ability to provision the community rules that are then enforced during the access to the 
public community attributes and services. 
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General Policies includes, default privacy rules as well as definition of user privileges depending on 
the registration selection or role in the public community. 

Policies must be provisioned prior any start of the public community.

Repository Attribute
A public Storage is defined to store any content that should be available to the members of the public 
community. The storage includes facilities to organize the content (such as directories and sub-
directories).

Forum List Attribute
Members of the public community can interact between themselves by creating forums / sub-forums. 
Forums are discussion spaces where members of the public community leave text messages with 
possible associated content using a specific partial Identity. Forums are attached to specific topics and 
inside a particular forum, users can start forum threads.

Sub-community List Attribute
The members of the public community can create sub-community composed of a sub list of the public 
community member. This sub-community can be private (membership based on invitation) or semi-
public (membership based on registration and sub-community founder approval). 

When the registration process is used for public sub-community, a list of all public sub-community 
must be made available for search (based on keywords) and selection. 

2.5.2. Public Repository Object
The public repository object is an attribute of the public community and store public content that is 
made available to the public community members (access is subject to community policy rules). 

The attributes are:

The categories list of the public repository
The policy rules attached to the public repository
The public repository object is a static object (no instance can be created)

Category List Attribute
The public repositories are organized into categories in order to organize the published content into 
each category. Each category contains a name, a description and keywords so that categories can be 
searched or sorted out.

Policy Rules Attribute
Policy rules attached to the public repository object. The default policy rules are provisioned before 
the start of the platform.
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2.5.3. Category List Object
The category list object is an array of category objects that can be searched and filtered out.

Its attributes are:

The category objects

The policy rules attached to the objects

• The category list object is a static object (only one category list for the public repository)

Category Attribute
The platform offers the ability to define multiple instances of the category object which are stored in 
the category list. 

Policy Rules Attribute
The category list is defined as a resource of the PICOS platform and as such policy rules can be 
attached to it. The default policy rules are provisioned before the start of the platform.

2.5.4. Category Object
The category object can be represented as sub-repositories or directories to organize the published 
content.

Its attributes are:

The category id

The name of the category

The description of the category

The keywords of the category

The content list

The policy rules attached to the category

Keywords Attribute
The platform offers the ability to define multiple categories which instance is characterised by a set of 
keywords

Content List Attribute
Each category instance contains a list of content objects characterized by the content attributes and the 
content by itself.
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2.5.5. User Object
The User Object is another root object of the platform. The User Object, globally speaking, defines the 
End User who decided to be part of the public community. 

During registration to the public community, a root Identity is allocated to the End User which 
becomes a member of the community.  The rootId specifies the User in the context of the public 
community. It is also the member Id within the public community.

The attributes of the User object are:

A User id (rootId)

User profile (a set of  information associated to the end user)

Private room (a private repository of content)
Presence (dynamic information about user availability)

Location (dynamic GPS coordinates or  manual description of the current location)

Contact list (personal sub-set of the  public community members)
Sub-community list (list of sub-communities the user belongs to)

Partial id list

Reputation
Privacy rules (rules defined to allow access to some user attributes or sub-elements of attributes)

User privileges (privilege attached to the selected service during registration)

Profile Attribute
Each User object has a profile attribute. The profile is composed of a set of elements that characterize 
the user. Note that only one attribute is mandatory to create a profile, namely the pseudonym.

Element Description

Work-communication-addresses A set of communication address (Email...)

DisplayName Pseudonym

Organization Title of the user organization

Title Job title of the User

Birthday Birthday of the user

Age Age of the user

Age interval Defines a range of ages  in which the real age 
should fit

Name Structure containing the given name, family 
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name, name prefix and name postfix

Personal address Structure that contains the full address of the user 
home

Work address Structure that contains the full address of the user
working area.

Gender Gender of the User (male or female)

Marital-status Single or married

Freetext Free text attached to the User

Communication-types Ordered list of communication types  (IM, email, 
phone ) to be used to communicate with the user

Hobbies Structure of information that contain hobby 
specific information

Favorite-links List of favourite web url

Avatar Base64 encoded file of the user avatar. The file 
can be jpeg, gif or png format of 64x64 pixels. 
Resize and padding is done by the server.

New (version 1.2): the PICOS platform prototype is enhanced so it supports Avatars using jpeg, 
gif or png file formats.
All the other parameters are optional and will be part of the profile only if the client application has 
decided to make them visible. Default privacy rules, for accessing attributes of the user-profile, are 
defined at the “user-profile” resource level.

Private Room Attribute
A private room is a content repository attached to one user. Only the particular user known under his 
root Id or his potential multiple identities can access that repository. 

Each content is composed of attributes (somehow the header) and the content by itself.

Presence Attribute
The presence attribute is defined as a three pieces of information:

A presence status. Only predefined strings are allowed to allow processing by servers not just 
end User. Typically  online (available) , offline (logged off, do not disturb), discreet (only urgent 
matter  should be sent).

A presence note: provide additional information about the user status (mood, situation…).

Presence timestamp (last update of the presence). The presence timestamp is following the ISO-
8601 format (example: 2005-08-14T16:13:03+0000).
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Accessing the presence attribute is subject to validation against the privacy rules defined by the user.

Location Attribute
The location attribute is defined as a set of optional elements (at least one of them must be present):

GPS coordinates (longitude, latitude, altitude)

Location address (country, city, street…)

Location name

Location description

Timestamp. The timestamp is following the ISO-8601 format (example: 2005-08-
14T16:13:03+0000)

Accessing the location attribute is subject to validation against the privacy rules defined by the user.

Contact List Attribute
Each User can define a list of contacts. Each contact is characterised by a contact id which can then be 
used to access the associated user profile. During the contact creation, the contact is associated to a 
partial Id of an existing member of the public community.

The contact list is defined as an array of contact instances. It is defined as a platform resource and as 
such, policy rules can apply.

Sub-community List Attribute
Each user can join or be invited to be part of a sub-community. The sub-community list attribute 
contains all the sub-communities, the user is part of, whatever identity has been use to register, create 
or accept the invitation.

Partial Id List Attribute
Each user can create multiple identities. These identities form the unique user partialId list. 

Reputation Attribute
User reputation is defined as a number between 0 and 100 that represents the average of all the rating 
that all the members have sent. Zero equal to a poor reputation whereas 100 is the best one.

Users are rated via their contributions which can be contributions in forum threads or content push in 
the repository of public community as well as repository of public sub-communities.

Reputation will be computed based on an algorithm that is still not completely defined.

Each reputation has an associated history made of the different rates.

Privacy Rules Attribute
The user has the ability to define access rules to some of his attributes. The user attributes on which 
privacy rules can apply are:
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User profile (on a per attribute level)
Presence

Location

Private room 

Contact-list

2.5.6. Identity List
Each user has a list of identities that can be created during registration or later on and that are known 
as partial Identities or partialId. The identity list contains all the identities of the User. The number of 
identities per user is not limited.

Its attributes are:

The identity

The policy rules attached to the objects
The identity list object is a static object (only one identity list for a user).

Identity Attribute
The identity attribute is either a user static object or a partialId object.  

Policy Rules Attribute
The identity list is defined as a resource of the PICOS platform and as such policy rules can be
attached to it.

2.5.7. Partial Ids
Partial identities play a central role for helping PICOS users manage their privacy and also impact 
several aspects of trust within the community (i.e. feedback on reputation rating of other partial 
Identities is made from a partial Identity). 

Partial identities allow members to partition personal data according to their preferences (i.e. to 
represent themselves using different groups of attributes in different contexts), facilitating data 
minimization and unlinkability to prevent profiling. 

Acting under a partial Identity, members will be able to gain different reputation levels. Partial 
identities will comprise a mandatory pseudonym (any string that replaces the real name of the user)
which is unique in the public community. A user profile will also be related for each partial Identity as 
will do sets of privacy preferences and reputation.

The attributes of a partial Id are:

Profile (most attributes may  reference the user  profile attributes)

Presence (dynamic information about user availability)
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Reputation
Privacy rules (rules defined to allow access to some partial Id attributes or sub-elements of 
attributes like hobbies stored in user profile)

Contact list
The partial Id doesn’t have all user attributes. By default, user attributes that are not specific to a 
partial Id (for instance location) can also be accessed by using the partial Id.

Profile Attribute
Each partial Id has an associated user-profile which global definition is equivalent to the User profile 
attribute. However the User profile is the reference for the user and some of the attributes of the user 
profile cannot be redefined in the partialId profile.  

As far as the PICOS platform is concerned, the user-profile attributes that can or that can’t be changed 
in a partial Id context are defined as policy rules and provisioned during the start of the platform.

When a partial Id profile is requested, the rules are parsed and for all the profile attributes that cannot 
be changed at the partial identitity level, the values of the attribute are retrieved from the rootId user 
profile.

Presence Attribute
Each partial Id can have specific presence information. Any access to the presence information must 
comply with the presence privacy rules of the partial Id and for the requester.

Reputation Attribute
Partial Id has a reputation attribute which definition is equivalent to the user. The partial Id reputation 
is separated from the root Id reputation.

Contact List Attribute
Contact list can be associated to a partial Id the same way it is associated to a user.

Privacy Rules Attribute
The user has the ability to define access rules to some of his attributes. The attributes on which privacy 
rules can apply are:

Profile (on a per attribute level)

Presence

Contact list
The reputation of a partialId is always public.

A privacy rule is defined for a particular resource (for privacy rules, the resource is defined as an array 
of resource levels (resource name, a resource id) and define what action can be made (or not) to that 
attribute and who can perform that action.
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The evaluation of the privacy rules is supported by the policy functions.

2.5.8. Contact List
Each user has a list of contacts that is created on a per identity basis.

Its attributes are:

The contact instances

The policy rules attached to the list
The contact list object is a static object (only one contact list for a user).

Contact Attribute
The list contains instances of the contact object.

Policy Rules
The contact list is defined as a resource of the PICOS platform and as such policy rules can be
attached to it. 

2.5.9. Contact
Contact is an attribute of the contact List object. A contact object is defined as a user-specific 
representation of a member of the public community. That representation is then private to that user.

A user cannot create contacts that do not refer to a public community member.

The attributes of the contact object are:

Contact id

Associated partial Id of the public community member

A user profile (owner representation of the user profile)
Policy rules

Contact id Attribute
This contact id is allocated when a user create a new contact

Associated Partial id Attribute
Each contact must refer to a member of the public community. The partial Id represents the partial 
Identity of the member the user is aware of. 
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Profile Attribute
Each contact has an associated user profile that contains a user profile. However, this user profile is a 
local representation of the information attached to a particular member and is not the user profile 
defined by the public community member.

Policy Rules
The contact is defined as a resource of the PICOS platform and as such policy rules can be attached to
it. 

2.5.10. Sub-community List
Each user owns a list of sub-communities; he is part of whatever the identity is used inside the sub-
community.

Its attributes are:

The sub-community instances

The policy rules attached to the list
The identity list object is a static object (only one identity list for a user).

Sub-community Instance Attributes
Each list contains instances of the sub-community Object.

Policy Rules
The sub-community list is defined as a resource of the PICOS platform and as such policy rules can be
attached to it. 

2.5.11. Sub-community
A sub-community is defined as a user created group composed of members of the public community.  

The creator of the sub-community is called the founder of the sub-community whereas the other 
members are called invitees. The founder role can be switched from one member to another one after 
acceptance of the proposal.

Two types of sub-communities are support:

A private sub-community model: 
o When a user (public community member)  decides to create a sub-community, he 

selects contacts in his contact list (client side) and invite these contacts to be part of a 
specific group called sub-community. The sub-community is invisible to the other 
members of the public community.

A public sub-community model
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o External members of the public community can see these public sub-communities and 
can decide to join the sub-community. They are accepted once the founder of the sub-
community accepts them. The invitation process is still supported as well.

The selected contacts receive an invitation to be part of the sub-community and can accept or refuse 
the invitation. Once the invitation phase is terminated, all members that have accepted the invitation 
should get the same definition of the sub-community and are updated when a member decides to leave. 

The administrator role has special capabilities including the ability to add or delete members or delete 
any posted content in the sub-community content room.

The main attributes of the sub-community are:

The sub-community id

The members list of the sub-community
The name of the public community

The description of the public  community

The keywords of the public community
The visible flag of the sub-community

The sub-community policies

The sub-community repository

The sub-community reputation

Member List Attribute
The member list attribute is an array of member objects. 

Name Attribute
When a sub-community is created, the creator can enter a description of the sub-community. This 
description is mandatory if the “visible” flag is set.

The description can be updated later on.

Description Attribute
When a sub-community is created, the creator can enter a description of the sub-community. This 
description is mandatory if the “visible” flag is set.

The description can be updated later on.

Keywords Attribute
When a sub-community is created, the creator can enter keywords attached to the sub-community to 
ease the search of particular sub-community. These keywords are mandatory if the “visible flag is set.

The keywords can be updated later on 
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The “visible” Attribute
When the sub-community is created, the creator can decide to make the sub-community visible by 
other members of the public community.

The visible flag can be updated later on.

Sub-community Reputation Attribute.
There is a reputation attached to the sub-community which is based on  the reputation of the members 
of the community.

Sub-community Policies Attribute
A sub-community is a closed community. The sub-community attributes such as member list, content 
room and chat history room can only be accessed by the member of community.

The creation process works through an invitation model when members have to accept that invitation.

However, as explained previously the sub-community can be visible by other members of the public
community; only the name, the description and implicitly the keywords are visible.  Any member of 
the public community can then request to be part of the sub-community. That will require the founder 
of the sub-community to accept that request

Sub-community Repository Attribute
When a sub-community is defined, a content repository is created that can be only be accessed by the 
members of the sub-community and the administrator of the public community.

The sub-community invitees can post and delete their posted content as well as read content from any 
sub-community member.

The sub-community founder can post content, delete any content of the sub-community as well as read 
any content.

2.5.12. Member List
Each community object (public or sub-community) has a list of members. The member list contains all 
the member instances that are created during the community membership process.

Its attributes are:

The member instances
The policy rules attached to the list
The identity list object is a static object (only one identity list for a user).

Member Instance Attribute
Each list contains instances of the member Object
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Policy Rules
The member List is defined as a resource of the PICOS platform and as such policy rules can be
attached to it. The default policy rules are provisioned before the start of the platform.

2.5.13. Member Object
A Member Object is attached to a public community or sub-community context. 

Its main attributes are:

Member id

Member role

Member status

Associated  identity id   

Member Id Attribute
Id attached to the instance of the Member Object.

Member Role Attribute
As member of a public community or sub-community, the user plays a role, which has privilege 
attached to.  

The Application has to define the roles they want and attach user capabilities by provisioning rules  to 
the policy manager of the platform.

Status Attribute
This attribute reflects the status of the member.

The status can be:

activeMember

onHold

hasLeft

revokedMember
The status is changed during membership management of the community, members are part of. The 
status of members depends on the community context (member object can be attached to public
community or sub-community objects).

Associated Identity Id Attribute
Either the root Id or one of the partial Ids of the user. 
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2.5.14. Content List
Each category object or sub-community repository has a list of content as attributes. The content list 
contains all the content instances that have been pushed either via a member of the public community 
or via the public community administrator.

Its attributes are:

The content instances

The policy rules attached to the list

• The content list object is a static object (only one identity list for a user).

Content Instance Attribute
Each list contains instances of the member Object.

Policy Rules
The contact list is defined as a resource of the PICOS platform and as such policy rules can be
attached to it. 

2.5.15. Content Object
Members of the public community can exchange content in various contexts (in a person to person , 
public community repository,  asynchronous content push in sub-community or instant content 
sharing.

The content Object is instantiated for any content defined in PICOS platform.

The content Object attributes are:

Content id  

Content publisher

Description  // optional

publisher date   

publisher Location // optional

Content type
Content rating

Policies

Keywords // optional
Thumbnail
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Content Date Attribute
The date when the content was published. 

The date complies with the xsd:dateTime and xsd:duration.

http://www.w3schools.com/Schema/schema_dtypes_date.asp

Content Location Attribute
The location where the creator published the content. The location attribute is a data structure that can 
contain either GPS coordinates, or location manual description or an attached address.

Content Type Attribute
The supported content types (defined mime types) are defined are:

Text/html

Text/plain

Text/xml

Video/mp4

Video/3gp

Image/gif

Image/jpeg
Image/png

Audio/mp3

Audio/ogg
Audio/x-wav

Application/diary

Application/catch-report
Application/watercourse

Application/fishingspot

Application/spicies-summary

Application/zip

Application/msword

Application/x-httpd-php-source

Content Publisher Id Attribute
Represents the root Id/partial Id of the user who published the content.
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Thumbnail
If  the content is a picture (gif, jpeg, png) , the server generates a thumbnail of the picture and stores it 
as part of the content attributes.

Content Rating Attribute
It represents the rating of the content being defined as the mean of the different ratings provided by 
different users who has seen the published content. The content rating attribute is managed by the 
reputation manager.

Policies attribute
Default policies can be attached to content. Policies can be added to a specific content in whatever 
content repository during content push action.

2.5.16. Forum Object
A Forum is a place to start and organize discussions related to particular topics. The forum instances 
are attributes of the public community Object. Forums have at least defined members who are the 
moderators. Moderators have specific privileges in the forum. These general privileges are provisioned 
at start time of the platform.

Its attributes are:

A forum Id/

A title
A description

Keywords

List of forum Threads
A creator 

Moderator(s) 

Policies

Creator Attribute
When a forum is created, the creator id is stored as attribute.

Moderator Attribute
When a forum is created, one or multiple moderators have specific capabilities defined in the 
community policy rules.
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List of Threads Attribute
Forum contains threads of discussions that are initiated by members of the public community and that 
must relate to the forum description.

Policy rules
Policy rules attached to Forum Object as well as each particular forum. The Object (default) policy 
rules are provisioned before the start of the platform whereas the policies per instance are provisioned 
during the creation of the instance.

2.6. Platform Components

2.6.1. Registration server

Component summary
Main functions Manage the registration of the new user as a member of the public 

community
Objects the component is 
responsible for

N/A

Attributes of objects the 
component is responsible for

N/A

A User can become a member of the public community after registration. The registration is a self user 
provisioning procedure that leads to immediate possible login and access to the PICOS platform 
capabilities once it is complete. During the registration, the application can define a full or a partial 
definition of the End User profile as well as its privacy rules.

At least a login name/password and a pseudo (part of the user-profile) must be defined. The platform 
checks that the login name is unique among the member of the public community. It also checks that 
the pseudo is unique among those used for rootId profile as well as partialId profiles.

A new user context is created in each component that deals with user attributes. A set of  policy rules 
(based on default policies) is attached to the attributes of that particular user (identified by the rootId).  
These rules can then be customized by the User using the client application.

The platform also provides a procedure to un-register which deletes most of the user context.(user-
profile, identities, private room) Note that user contributions to Forums are not deleted and by default  
content published in sub-communities and in the public repositories are not deleted as well.

When a user un-registers, all partial Identities associated to that User are deleted. Contact lists or sub-
community member lists that contain one of the partialId identities are updated and their new 
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definitions are immediately available. However no notification is sent to the client application to 
update real time the client application screens.

No additional step is necessary to provision the End User in the platform.

2.6.2. Login server

Component summary
Main functions Manage login and logout of a user
Objects the component is 
responsible for

N/A

Attributes of objects the 
component is responsible for

N/A

This component manages the logon / logout of a user to the public community facilities and the 
provisioning of platform access control. The login interacts with the authentication component to 
validate the login and generate credentials. 

Any login (as well as any client/server exchange) via the mobile client application is using a secure 
channel (https/sslv3).

2.6.3. Authentication server

Component summary
Main functions Authenticate the user, manage the session token
Objects the component is 
responsible for

N/A

Objects the component is 
responsible for

User  credentials

The authentication of the End User is achieved by the verification of the pair username/password that 
is transmitted over a secure access at login. A token is returned in the login response that must be 
provided for each sub-sequent request. The secure channel can be dropped and re-established upon 
activity, this without impact on the login token. The token remains valid until the End user logs out or 
if a valid login procedure is restarted.

There is a single authentication method supported by the first prototype.

The platform has a limited notion of login session beyond the validity of the token and the presence 
status (associated to the rootId) that is automatically updated to “online” status with “User has logged 
in” as note after login and to “off-line” status and “User has logged off”. 
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The authentication model is kept simple because the client/server exchange for password validation  is 
performed on top of an encrypted https channel.

2.6.4. Proxy Web Service server (part of the RPC Gateway)

Component summary
Main functions Translate RPC request into web service requests, does platform 

access control and rout web service request to the proper 
component

Objects the component is 
responsible for

N/A

Attributes of objects the 
component is responsible for

N/A

The PICOS platform embeds a proxy Web Service (proxyWs) server that receives all the web service 
requests from mobile client applications. This proxy is in charge of translating RPC requests into web 
service requests, controlling and enforcing the identity of the requester and routing the request to the 
proper component. 

To achieve this, the RPC API offers a way to pass the rootId and the authorization token that is 
analyzed by the proxy. Each web service request to the PICOS must contain at the root level a 
parameter called “requester”. The requester parameter can contain either a rootId or a partialId. It is 
the proxy responsibility to make sure that the requester identity is in line with the RPC rootId 
parameter otherwise the request is rejected.

The WS proxy formats and transmits the request to the proper PICOS functional component.

The proxy is also in charge of making the impression that the WP5 PICOS platform is a single huge 
web service server by hiding the description of component interfaces behind a virtual wsdl interface.

Receiving mobile client application RPC request
The client application communicates with the platform via the proxy web service server. Rather than 
defining a protocol interface, all the accesses to the PICOS platform is done through a client RPC 
library which offers a single entry point to send RPC requests.

Sending server RPC request to the mobile client application
The PICOS platform offers a RPC mechanism to call methods that are developed inside the mobile 
client application. The mobile client application embeds a client RPC library that supports this dual 
RPC model. This client RPC lib connects the notification manager of the PICOS platform and waits 
for RPC calls to be received. A RPC call is defined as a method name and a more or less complex 
parameter structure. The data structure is serialized and passed over the connection handled by the 
client RPC library.
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A response can be built on the client application that also includes a more or less complex data 
structure. This data structure must be compatible with mapping rules between the execution 
environment data object and the complex types defined in the wsdl interface document of the 
notification manager.

2.6.5. Socket server (RPC Gateway)

Component summary
Main functions Allow platform notifications to be forwarded up to  the handset 

via the Nat servers/firewalls
Objects the component is 
responsible for

N/A

Attributes of objects the 
component is responsible for

N/A

The socket server is part of the routing layer of the architecture. As such it is deployed in a DMZ zone 
and receives direct internet traffic. 

The socket server participates to the notification service. It receives connection request from client 
application (via the client SDK library) and allow RPC requests sent from WP5 components to be 
forwarded up to the client.  

2.6.6. Public community server

Component summary
Main functions Manage public repositories and forum as well as public 

community members 
Objects the component is 
responsible for

• Public community Category Object
• Public community Forum Object
• Public community member Object

Attributes of objects the 
component is responsible for

Attributes of the above objects

Once the User is registered and has logged in, he can access the different functions of the public 
community. The public community offers two major services; one service for asynchronous 
communication between members of the public community i.e. Forums and one service to store and 
retrieve content to/from the public repository.
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Accessing Forums
Members of the public community can create Forum of discussions or use existing forum which might 
have been provisioned before the start of the community.

Once the forum is created with at least one moderator, members of the public community can start 
creating forum threads by pushing an initial message. Content can be attached to forum thread 
contributions as well. Contribution can then be pushed, deleted and edited by the owner of the 
contribution.

User can start seeing the list of forum with title and description, select one forum and see the list of 
threads of discussion in the forum. They can enter a thread of discussion and decide to contribute to 
the on-going discussion. Each contribution has attributes including the publisher pseudo and its 
reputation/number of owner contributions as well as the rating/number of vote of the contribution by 
itself. Each member of the public community can read a contribution and rate it.

Forum thread moderators can copy a thread from one forum to another one.

Contribution owner can decide to edit or delete their contribution.

User can participate to Forum using one of their identities.

The moderator has the right to delete/ edit any contribution to update the text or remove attachment. 
The contribution is now locked and cannot be edited again.

The client application can decide to allow association of privacy rules to each contribution that is 
published. Privacy rule can apply to the contribution by itself or to sensitive attributes of the 
contribution like the publisher information.

Most of the default forum policy rules are defined using the policy manager and pre-provisioned 
before the start of the service.

Accessing the public store
A public repository is made available to push content to a general store. Content might be subject to 
editing before being made available to the member of the public community.

Members of the public community can create and open categories where public content is stored or 
create new ones. Categories can be cascaded (category attached to a category). Publisher of the content 
have the access right to edit or delete content they have published.

Content is defined as a set of attributes (the meta data of the content) and the content data by itself. A 
MetaContent is defined as an array of content.

MetaContent can be stored into categories. 

A category has attributes that can be modified. For a multimedia description of the category, a 
MetaContent can be attached to the category.

The client application can decide to allow association of privacy rules to each content they publish via 
the policy manager. Privacy rule can apply to the content by itself or to sensitive attributes of the 
content like the location information.
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2.6.7. Partial Id server

Component summary
Main functions Manage identities of the user and the associated vcard static 

information
Objects the component is 
responsible for

• PartialId Object

Attributes of objects the 
component is responsible for

• PartialId profile
• User profile

Users register to the public community and create then a primary identity. In order to keep anonymity, 
End users can create additional  identities called partial Identities The platform is defined in such a 
way that end user can select either the primary identity or added partial Identities to use the platform 
services. Note that the client application may restrict the use of the primary identity but it is an 
application choice.

User and partialIds are different objects with partialId Object owning only a sub-set of the User 
attributes. PartialId automatically inherit from user Object for attributes for which are generic to the 
user (location, some user profile attributes…). 

However, attributes like location that are not redefined at the partial Id level can still be accessible 
using a partial Id.

A user profile is associated to a identity and contain sensitive static user information thus excluding 
privacy rules, reputation, presence and location. The primary identity profile contains the full 
definition of the user information. The partial Id profile can only redefine a sub-set of the profile 
attributes. As an example, the gender of the user is defined at the primary identity profile level and all 
partial Identities attached to that user will see the same gender without being able to modify it on a per 
partialId profile level.

The primary identity is created at registration time whereas partialId can be created at any time after 
login. Creating a partial identity also creates a specific context for the user-profile, the presence, the 
privacy rules and the reputation.

These identities are used to reference the user in any operation in the public community. Identities are 
externally known through the notion of pseudonyms which is the only mandatory field of the profile to 
complete. From a platform standpoint, they can be changed. These identities are internally referenced 
using either the rootId (for primary identity) or a partialId which are not supposed to be revealed to the 
End User. RootId and partial Id are then internal IDs which have a specific syntax to preserve 
uniqueness.

2.6.8. Presence server

Component summary
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Main functions Manage the presence of a User or partial identity
Objects the component is 
responsible for

• No global Object managed

Attributes of objects the 
component is responsible for

• Presence attribute of the User Object
• Presence attribute of the partialId Object

Users register to the public community and are known under the primary identity but can also create 
multiple partial identities attached to the same user.

Presence attribute can be attached to the primary identity or to a partial identity. A user A has the 
ability to update his own presence and see user B presence information if user B privacy rule for 
presence allows this access. A user A has the ability to subscribe to user B presence so that it will 
receive presence notification when the user B presence is updated.

Privacy rules allow the definition of rules that may request user B authorization when a user request 
presence or subscribe to presence. These default rules are provisioning by the application as global 
community policies. Then the client application can customize these rules on a per primary/partial 
identity level.

Privacy rules may restrict presence access to a list of users or a sub-community. The client application 
is using the policy interface to provision these rules.

Presence can be attached to a partial Id.  So if user A partialId X subscribes to user B partialId W 
presence, only when the user B partialId  presence is modified, the user A will receive a notification 
with user A partialId X  as context.

Presence of the primary identity is automatically updated at login (online) and logout (offline).  
Subscription to presence update of the contacts in the contact list is also automatically achieved, 
providing the primary identity as the user context.

2.6.9. Location server

Component summary
Main functions Manage the location of a User or partial identity
Objects the component is 
responsible for

• No global Object  managed

Attributes of objects the 
component is responsible for

• Location attribute of the User Object
• Location attribute of the partialId Object

Location attribute is attached to the primary identity (rootId). A user A has the ability to update his 
own location and see user B location information if user B privacy rule allow this access. A user A has 
the ability to subscribe to user B location so that it will receive location notification when the user B 
location is updated.
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Privacy rules allow the definition of rules that may request user B authorization when a user requests 
location or subscribe to location information. These default rules are provisioning by the application as 
global community policies.

Location can be queried using a partial id.  So if  user A  partialId X subscribes to user B partialId W 
location, only when the user B location is modified, the user A will receive a notification with partialId 
X  and partialId W as context.

When the location is updated, the location of all the identities is updated.

Privacy rules may restrict location information access to a list of users or a sub-community or a role in 
a community context. The client application is controlling these “per instance” policy rules using the 
policy interface to provision these rules.

Longitude, latitude must be expressed using decimal degrees. Decimal Degrees is displayed as the 
degrees in normal value, with both minutes and seconds in decimal format, as a degree value. There is 
ONLY one degree designation (DDD.DDDD), a maximum of 4 decimal places is adequate.

The definition of the location includes a precision field that is set by the client application. The 
location server doesn’t do any processing on this except that it passes that parameter as part of the 
location data. Precision can be set on a per requester level. It is generically attached to the location and 
it is up to the client application to update that parameter when necessary to preserve privacy.

2.6.10. Policy server

Component summary
Main functions Manage the policies attached to the PICOS resources
Objects the component is 
responsible for

• No global Object  managed

Attributes of objects the 
component is responsible for

• Privacy rules of the User/partialId Object
• Privilege rules  of the User/partialId Object

The policy manager is in charge of storing rules attached to various Objects or attribute of Objects as 
well as evaluate user actions based on the set of rules. It is typically a generic rule engine that embeds 
intelligence to evaluate rules and deliver a status on the required action. 

Each component is responsible for asking the policy manager to evaluate action on resources like user 
attributes (privacy) as well as community resources for user privilege. It is the caller component 
responsibility to enforce the response sent back by the policy manager.

Managing user attribute privacy
User privacy management is the ability to control access to the User or PartialId Object attributes such 
as presence, user profile or particular attributes of the user profile, contact list as well as possibly 
content generated by the user.
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The user privacy management is based on a set of policies that are either provisioned during the 
community creation (known as default policies), during the user registration, during the partial identity 
creation or when the End user decided to customize their own rules.

The platform is in charge of storing these policy rules attached to a specific attribute of the user and 
enforcing them when a User decides to perform actions on a particular resource.

Managing user privileges
Each member of the public community has specific privileges to access the different attributes of the 
public community objects. The privileges are context dependent and are mostly managed via the 
extended notion of identity role in these contexts. 

The current contexts where roles apply as attributes are:

public community (admin, member)

sub-community  (admin, member)

forum (moderators contributor)

communication (creator, participant)
The PICOS platform is provisioned with policy rules that describe which role can do which action in 
for which resource. The platform offers the ability to have specific privileges for a defined role.

User privilege will then be evaluated when a function on a particular resource is requested. There is no 
global authorization entity in the PICOS platform so platform components that are responsible for the 
function to be performed must enforce the policy rules.

Managing your policies

The policy server is the policy engine that stores policies, allows the retrieval of them and allows 
evaluation of a situation based on the stored policies.

Major definitions

Picos Resources Any Object or attribute of an object managed by Picos

Policies Set of of rules attaches to a Picos Resource

Rule A rule is defined as a set of conditions to be validated for a set of actions to 
perform on the resource. (example “ Userxxxx  is not allow to  read “  then 
we associate that rule to a resource like the presence attribute of a User 
(yyy)  à then we have a policy : Userxxx is not allowed to read the 
presence attribute of the user (yyyy)
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Rule conditions Multiple conditions can be defined in a rule. As a condition is evaluated, its 
result must be true or false. All conditions of a rule must provide a result to 
true to validate the whole rule.

The supported conditions are:

identity of the requester(s) (who can perform the action)

reputation of the requester

date validity

Identity conditions

The table below describes all the possible identities that can be specified in an identity condition.

Possible Identity conditions Description

No identity conditions All members of the community

Id[] One of multiple ids which can be either rootIds or 
partialIds or a mix

subCommunityId All Members of a particular sub-community

subCommunityIdà role A specific role of a particular sub-community

publicCommunityà role A specific role of the public community

Forumà role A specific role of the forum

Communicationà role A specific role during a communication with a group

A single identity condition can contains multiple types of user identity (groups, list of users, role) . 
When evaluated, the requester identity must comply with at least one type of user identity..(“OR” 
condition). If these different types of user identities are set in separate conditions, the operand “AND” 
between conditions applies.

Reputation conditions

The possible reputation conditions that are supported:
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Requester reputation greater than a value
Requester reputation less than a value

Requester reputation inside a range

Validity conditions
The possible validity conditions that are supported by the platform when setting or evaluating a policy 
are:

Current date greater than a date

Current date less than a date

Current date inside a range

Current date inside a range that is recurrent. The frequency can be defined. 

The date format is the one defined in xsd:dateTime also compliant with  ISO 8601
(http://www.w3schools.com/Schema/schema_dtypes_date.asp).

An example of the dateTime structure: 2002-05-30T09:30:10

The frequency is defined using the type xsd:duration (same link) 

An example of the duration structure:  P5Y2M10DT15H
The example above indicates a period of five years, two months, 10 days, and 15 hours.

Rule action 

• The action name is defined as a string where any “verb” that characterises the required action 
is stored

• The action result is defined as an enumeration type composed of:

allow: the action operated by the “who” on the resource can be done

disallow:  the action operated by the “who” on the resource cannot be done
ask once: please ask the end user for permission

ask always: please always ask the end ser before executing the action

Default policies are provisioned before the public community is started. These default policies 
can be adapted on a per community level. The default policies for the first prototype are very 
restrictive:
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allow  user to read, write  his own attributes (presence, location, profile, contact list
disallow  member role of  the public community to see other members ‘ attributes

when members wants to see presence or location attribute of other members, force an 
authorization request to be sent to the owner of the attribute.
Allow the admin role of the public community to do create, delete, read, write, move, add on any 
PICOS resource.

Allow the admin role of the sub-community to do create, read, write delete  the resources of the 
sub-community
Allow the owner of content to perform read, write and delete of the content.

Allow the member role of the public community to read  but not write/delete content they do not 
own

Allow the chairman role of a communication to  add, delete, read , write  resource of the sub-
community

Allow participant role of a communication to read, write resource of the sub-community

Default policies are not changed by user actions. During a user or identity creation, the default 
user attribute policies are duplicated and associated to a particular user and only this duplicate 
can be modified by the End user to mange his privacy and what attribute can be seen by other 
members of the community.

2.6.11. Sub-community server

Component summary
Main functions Manage the sub-community groups (members, forum, repository)
Objects the component is 
responsible for

• Sub-community Object
• Forum Object
• Sub-community repository Object

Attributes of objects the 
component is responsible for

• Attributes of the above Objects

Users can create (or be invited to be part of) sub-communities which are groups with a specific set of 
attribute like a private content repository or a private forum. 

Sub-communities can be private (members are invited ) or public (members register).

A user is known under a single identity within a sub-community but can belong to multiple sub-
community under different identities.

Sub-communities are created by selecting a sub-list of contacts in the User contact list. Contacts are 
known under a specific identity (pseudonym). Members of private sub-community are invited to be 
part of the sub-community and can accept or refuse. The final definition of the sub-community is 
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synchronized among the members of the sub-community via notification updates when the status of 
one member is changing. Only the founder has the right to invite new members or accept new 
members for visible sub-community. At any time a member of the sub-community has the right to 
leave the sub-community.

Attached to the sub-community, a content repository is defined to store content that is published by all 
the members of the community. This content is made available to all and only to the members of the 
sub-community. Content publishers have the right to edit or delete their pushed content not the content 
from other members except for the admin role who has the right to edit and delete any of the content. 
Any content pushed in the context of a sub-community is immediately made available with possible 
availability notifications to the other members of the sub-community.

The Sub-community rules are defined using the policy manager and pre-provisioned before the start of 
the service. The rule evaluation is then enforced by the sub-community.

The rules attached to sub-community resources define  who (either a particular user or a role (member, 
admin) of the public community or a role of the sub-community) can perform which action.

These rule can be attached to any sub-community (default rules) or to a particular sub-community 
(although it is not used in this first prototype) .

Sub communities also support private forums that can only be accessed by the members of the sub-
community. A Sub-community forum is equivalent to public community ones except that only one 
Forum is supported per sub-community. Then multiple discussions can be launched where members of 
the sub-community push text contributions with optional attachment.

2.6.12. Reputation server

Component summary
Main functions Manage the reputation attached to the main or to the partial 

identities as well as teh ratings of the user contributions
Objects the component is 
responsible for

• No global Object

Attributes of objects the 
component is responsible for

• Reputation attribute of the User or partialId Objects
• Rating attribute of  a content

Reputation is an attribute of the User as well as his partial identities. The user reputation is an 
indication of how well / bad the user is perceived within the public community. Each identity has a  
separate reputation.

Users can create content and push content, can contribute in forum, can create category and forum. All 
these contributions can be rated either by the members of the public communities for public 
contributions or but the members of sub-communities for sub-community contributions. These 
contribution ratings have a direct impact on the owner reputation.
One content has a global rating number which is computed as the mean of the different ratings: (50+ 
sum(content rating)/ (ratingCount+1)
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When User register, they start with a neutral reputation of 50. his reputation is computed as the mean 
of all the rating of  his contributions. 
Reputation= (50+ sum(sum(content rating))/ (sum(ratingCount)+1).

Each rating represents an event that stores the details of the rating including the content description, 
the rater reputation, the rater description, a comment on the rating. 

For each content, a history of events related to rating can be retrieved.

The reputation component also stores additional user related information such as the number of 
contributions as well as the number of rating , a rater has submitted. 

Reputation is an important element for trust. As such, the platform implements a set of security 
features to limit attacks against the reputation: 

• a user (and all his identities)  cannot rate twice or more the same content.

• A content who has good rating can be copied but this cannot contribute to increase the 
owner reputation unless new rating for the copied contents are sent

2.6.13. Privacy Advisor server (PA)

Component summary
Main functions Advise each user about possible threats on personal data  
Objects the component is 
responsible for

• No global Object

Attributes of objects the 
component is responsible for

• User –profile of  User/partial identities 
• Reputation of  sub-community  members

The PICOS platform embeds a special assistant which role is to inform the End User of non obvious 
possible consequences of his actions on trust (trust is potentially misplaced) and privacy (personal 
information is revealed).  A PA instance is then attached to each End User.

Some of the Privacy Advisor interactions with the End User are just notifications; other may require 
the end user to acknowledge the consequences of the request before the request is taken into account.

The privacy advisor will provide advises on three different scenarios:

Content Awareness (scanning)

Sub-community Dynamics Awareness (reputation)

Workflow Awareness (revocation)

New (Version 1.2) : in order to improve the Privacy Advisor usability, in all above cases, the 
notification sent to the user is now tagged as coming from the Privacy Advisor (e.g. messages 
sent to user begin with “Privacy advisor says: “)
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Content awareness
The PA demonstrates its Content Awareness feature whenever a member contributes content.  
Specifically, when a member contributes content to a forum, a sub-community public and private) or a 
repository, content is examined.

The PA looks for (examine) personal information contained in the content.

The examination takes place in-between the content leaving the member and becoming available other 
members.

The examination concern 1) content attributes (e.g. name, description, etc.) and 2) the body of the 
content contributed (where the body is interpretable).

The examination involves the matching the above mentioned attributes and body with 1) previously 
defined personal information stated in the member’s profile, and 2) predictable information (e.g. email 
address, last name, telephone number).

The PA analyses the profile and notify the member where the content is considered by the PA to be 
sensitive.  The assessment of sensitivity will be based on a common understanding of personal and 
personal-sensitive information.

The PA then sends a notification back to the User to confirm the content transmission. According to 
User’s answer, the content is accepted or refused.

Sub-community Dynamics Awareness
The PA demonstrates its Sub-community Dynamics Awareness feature in one scenario:  The PA 
belonging to the creator of a sub-community ‘monitors’ the reputation of other members of that sub-
community. If a sub-community member's reputation falls below the community neutral value, the 
sub-community creator will be notified just once. No acknowledgement to the notification is required 
from the creator.

Workflow Awareness
The PA demonstrates its Workflow Awareness feature in one scenario:

When a member chooses to delete an identity or leave the community, he decides what happens to the 
data that the community retains, e.g. deleted, assigned to another member, achieved in case the 
member rejoins the community. 

The member is notified to remind them of the sub-community they belonged to, and that information 
that they shared with other members of these sub-communities remains in the sub-community. He can 
decide to leave the content as they are and continue the identity deletion or un-registration process or 
can escape the process to delete content before un-registering again.

When the identity is revoked by the administrator, The PA   just inform the User the same way but the 
end user cannot suspend the identity deletion. If the user is off-line at that time, a asynchronous 
message is sent instead of a real time notification.
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2.6.14. Private room server

Component summary
Main functions Store personal content in a  private repository  
Objects the component is 
responsible for

• No global Object

Attributes of objects the 
component is responsible for

• Private room of a user

This component is in charge of storing personal content in a private and personal repository. This 
content repository is only accessible by the owner using any of its identities. Content that can be stored 
are defined using a mime type. Attributes are associated to content that contains metadata associated to 
the content.

Content stored in the private room can be copied in a sub-community repository or in a public 
community  category/sub-category. Content are then separated with different identifiers but keep the 
same attributes.

2.6.15. Contact server

Component summary
Main functions Store the list of user or partial identity contacts  
Objects the component is 
responsible for

• contact Object

Attributes of objects the 
component is responsible for

• Contact list, contact attributes of the User and 
partialId Object

• profile of contact

The contact component is in charge of storing contacts in a contact list attached to either rootId or 
partialIds.

The component also stores contact profiles equivalent to user-profile which is filled by the owner of 
the contact.

Profile contact are separated from the real profile of an identity of a user. It is a client application 
function to initiate the profile creation with public information of the member.

2.6.16. Real time content sharing server

Component summary
Main functions Manage the set-up of  chat with a group of persons   
Objects the component is 
responsible for

• communication Object
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Attributes of objects the 
component is responsible for

• all attributes of the communication

The real time content sharing component is in charge of setting up instant group chats or group content 
sharing communications.

The communication establishment is achieved via an invitation process of a set of members of the 
public community that may come from the contact list of the communication creator. 

Users that accept to be part of the group chat accepts to dedicate their time for that chat. When a user 
accepts to be part of the communication, all participants receive a notification that he has accepted to 
be part of the communication.

Messages and content pushed by one member are immediately delivered to those who have accepted 
to be part of the communication. 

The communication can then be closed by the creator of the communication. Participant can leave the 
communication at any time. The remaining participants are informed on any participant leave.

No content or messages are stored once the communication is closed.

2.6.17. Profile server

Component summary
Main functions Manage the profile of User and partial identities  
Objects the component is 
responsible for

• No global Object

Attributes of objects the 
component is responsible for

• Profile attribute of User or partialId objects

The profile component is in charge of managing profiles attached to identities (rootId or partialId).

Profiles are typically static data related to the rootId or the different partialIds. They include user
attributes like home address, email address, hobbies. They exclude any dynamic data like presence 
(presence component) , location (location component), privacy rules (stored in and evaluated by the 
policy manager) as well as  user privileges (stored in and evaluated by the policy manager).

Note that the profile details are described in the User Object paragraph (2.5.5) .

Although each identity has a separate profile, some the profile fields are specific to the user and cannot 
be different in the partial identity profile. Then the User has a profile attached to him and for these 
fields, the partial identity profile refers to the User profile. This is an important element of the trust 
where user cannot change their gender or their age between identities.

The fields that are User attached are age, personal address, gender, birth date and family name.

The profile server enforces the policies defined in the policy server and attached to the profile 
attributes of a user or a partial identity.  It supports either a policy server “allow”, ‘disallow” or 
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“askOnce” answer.  For the askOnce  answer , the profile server will send an authorisation request to 
the owner of profile to ask for permission to perform the required action on the profile. It will then 
enable or disable the access based on the End user response.

The Profile server check for a  global profile policy. If none exists, it will check for policy attached to 
individual element of the profile and upon a “getprofile” request, will return only the elements that 
were made public for the requester.

For implementation reasons, the profile server functionalities have been integrated into the partialId 
component.

2.6.18. Notification server

Component summary
Main functions Manage the notification delivery to the client application as well 

as the notification answer back to the requester 
Objects the component is 
responsible for

• No global Object

Attributes of objects the 
component is responsible for

• No attribute of Object

The notification component is in charge of delivering notifications to the client application running on 
the handset. 

It implements a front end web service server and uses a back-end socket server to interact with the 
handset.

The possible set of notifications have been defined in a wsdl file and the notification server acts as a 
web service server and relay the request up to the client. 

The clientRPClib is in charge of receiving the notification and deliver it to the client as a RPC request.

The notification component implements a generic RPC model. The delivery of the RPC request to the 
client application is generic. The RPC request can contains complex data structure as parameter of the 
notification request and the response from the client application can also contain a complex data 
structure that is delivered back to component requester.

Note that some notifications are informative. Others might request some End User response.

2.6.19. Logging server

Component summary
Main functions Log the component events , retrieve event using filtering criteria
Objects the component is • No global Object
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responsible for
Attributes of objects the 
component is responsible for

• No attribute of Object

The logging server is used by the components to store information about platform events. The event 
details contain a clear text describing the event as well as a data structure that contains the 
characteristics of the event. Any logging requester can select one or multiple criteria in the data 
structure for event filtering.

Figure 5:  admin console screen for selecting a filter to get events

Filter criteria can be:

• Which component logged the event
• Who performed the action (name and id)
• Which action was performed
• What  resource was involved (name and possibly an id
• Where the resource is located or  who is the owner of the resource (name and possible an 

id)

2.6.20. Centralized DBs, File Repository
The data layer of the platform can be separated from the application for high availability and 
scalability purpose. The data layer is composed of  file repository and of the data base used by the 
platform. 

The initial prototype runs on a single server but the functionality can be split into a cluster of 
application server keeping a centralized management of end user data context and content.
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2.6.21. The WP5 PICOS admin console

In order to manage the platform, a web admin console is defined allowing the management of various 
administrative function as well as operation functions.

The admin console is a web application that is accessed with a browser and that uses the web 
service interface of the WP5 platform components to perform actions or retrieve data.

Figure 6: admin console web screen showing the public repositories (categories) 

The admin console has been designed to administer the community , fill the repositories with 
valuable content or moderate the forum and cleaning up the discussion when necessary. It is also 
designed to operate the platform.

The admin console contains the following features:

features Description
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Public community 
attributes

Get, update  the general announcement, the terms and conditions

Public community members List  of members

Search member

Revoke member or identity of a member

Display member details

Public community 
repository

Create / delete category

Add / delete  (meta) content in category
List categories/sub-categories

Public community forum Create / delete forum

Add / delete  discussion in forum

List forum /discussions

Platform usage Display logging

Statistics

Most active users

Platform operator Check servers

Restart servers

Send/receive messages Send message to any member of the community

Get message from any member to manage complaints

2.6.22. WP5 PICOS external interface

The description of the external interfaces of each of these components is described in the Functional 
Specifications document (D5.1.b).
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3. Mapping between WP4 Architecture and WP5 
PICOS platform Components

In section 1, we have listed the architecture components from D4.1 which have been selected for 
inclusion in the first PICOS prototype. In section 2, we have given an overview of the different 
components that have been implemented in the platform prototype. In this section, we describe how 
the functionality of each of the PICOS architecture components is supported by the components of the 
PICOS platform prototype. 

Although the names of the architecture components and the names of the platform services are very 
similar, there is not a 1-to-1 mapping between them. In some cases, the functionality of the 
architecture component is achieved by combining multiple platform components. In those cases, it is 
the application which is responsible for invoking the platform components in the correct order (and the 
application is assumed to be trusted in the first prototype).

3.1. Registration
History: D4.1 Component contributor: ATOS

PICOS Architecture Component: 9.7.10

Specification Lead: ATOS

Description of Implementation
The registration functionality described in D4.1 is implemented in WP5 through a combination of the 
Registration component, the Partial Id component and the Public Community component.

IMPORTANT: WP5 provides a web services API to achieve the registration. However, to achieve the 
registration process as described in D4.1, the client application (WP6) must call a sequence of 
functions of this API. 

A User becomes a member of the public community after successful registration. The registration is a 
self user provisioning procedure that leads to immediate possible login and access to the PICOS 
platform capabilities once it is complete.

The registration process starts by agreeing on the terms and conditions of the community. 

The function “getCommunityTermsAndConditions” Request, provided by Public Community service
is called by the client application.

Then the end user provides through the client application a full or partial profile as well as its privacy 
rules ‘or can decide to keep default rules). At least a login name/password and a pseudo must be 
defined. The platform checks that the login name is unique among the member of the public 
community. It also checks that the pseudo is unique among those used for rootId user-profile as well as 
partialId profiles.
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When this is done, the client application requests the creation of a first partial Identity using functions 
provided by the Partial Id component.

3.2. Authentication
History: D4.1 Component contributor: UMA, IfM-Geomar, HPF

PICOS Architecture Component: 9.5.6

Specification Lead: ATOS

Description of Implementation
The Authentication functionality described in D4.1 is implemented in WP5 by the Login + 
authentication WP5 component.

In order to access the PICOS, The End User must login with a login name and a password. 

Any login via the mobile client application is using a secure channel (https/sslv3). The authentication 
of the End User is achieved by the verification of the pair username/password that is transmitted over a 
secure access. A token is returned in the login response that must be provided for each sub-sequent 
request. The secure channel can be dropped and re-established upon activity, this without impact on 
the login token. The token remains valid until the End user logs out or if a valid login procedure is 
restarted.

3.3. Authorization
History:  D4.1 Component contributor: UMA, IfM-Geomar, HPF

PICOS Architecture Component: 9.5.7

Specification Lead: ITO

Description of Implementation
The Authorization functionality described in D4.1 is implemented in WP5 at each component level 
and using the Policy component.

The design hypothesis is that the platform is composed of trustable elements which are responsible for 
enforcing privacy and privileges on each function they are responsible for.

Centralizing the authorization was then not critical as It was introducing a lot of complexity in its 
implementation as this component has to decode each request to the platform (140 requests) extract 
parameter and check authorization. The decoding of each requests more naturally done by the 
component in charge of the function.

The platform allows the definition of rules than can be associated to any resource of the platform. The 
combination (resource, rules) is called a policy. The policy component stores policies, allows the 
retrieval of them and allows evaluation of a situation based on the stored policies.
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When the end user wants to perform an action on a resource, the concerned component calls the policy 
component to check that this user is allowed to perform this action. For instance, if the end user wants 
to create a new identity, the partial Id component calls the policy component to check that the user is 
allowed to create new identities. The policy component evaluate the situation using the requester id, 
the action to perform and the required resource and provide back a recommendation (allow, disallow, 
ask permission once ask always permission (these two answers are valid for user attribute accesses)

3.4. Access Control
History:  D4.1 Component contributor: UMA, IfM-Geomar, HPF

PICOS Architecture Component: 9.5.3

Specification Lead: ITO

Description of Implementation
The Access Control functionality described in D4.1 is implemented in WP5 in the Proxy Web Service
and via the deployment architecture that is described in the functional specs.

The proxyWs receives all the web service requests from mobile client applications and is in charge of:

Limiting access to external methods of the WP5  platform or access any kind of external web 
resource

Controlling and enforcing the identity of the requester. If the requester identity is not valid then 
the request is rejected. If the requester identity is valid, the proxyWs transmits the request to the 
proper functional component. It is overwriting the requester field of all web service requests.

Access to platform are enforced by the deployment recommendation where the WS proxy 
resides in the DMZ zone and where the firewall between the proxy and the components located 
in the intranet blocks any direct access to platform components and filters traffic to only allow 
traffic from the WS proxy.

The WS proxy is then a sensitive element where most of TCP/UDP ports are closed to avoid 
hacker’s attacks.

3.5. Partial Identity Manager 
History: D4.1 Component contributor: HPL

PICOS Architecture Component: 9.5.16 

Specification Lead: ATOS

Description of Implementation
The Partial Identity Manager functionality described in D4.1 is implemented in WP5 in the Partial Id 
component.
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3.6. Privacy Advisor
History: D4.1 Component contributor: HPL

PICOS Architecture Component: 9.5.19

Specification Lead: HPL

Description of Implementation
The Privacy Advisor functionality described in D4.1 is implemented in WP5 in the Privacy Advisor 
component.

3.7. Location Sensor
History: D4.1 Component contributor: TMO

PICOS Architecture Component: 9.5.14

Specification Lead: TMO

Description of Implementation
The Location Sensor functionality described in D4.1 is implemented in WP5 in the Location 
component.

3.8. Notification
History: D4.1 Component contributor: TMO

PICOS Architecture Component: 9.5.15

Specification Lead: TMO

Description of Implementation
The Notification functionality described in D4.1 is implemented in WP5 in the Notification component 
of the RPC gateway.

3.9. Sub-Community and Asynchronous Content Sharing
This component combines sub-community management and (non real-time) content sharing.

History:  D4.1 Component contributor: ITO, GUF

 PICOS Architecture Component: 9.7.12 (Sub-Community 
 Management) and 9.8.3 (Content Sharing)

 Specification Lead: ITO
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Description of Implementation
The Sub-community and Asynchronous content sharing functionalities described in D4.1 are 
implemented in WP5 by the Sub-Community component. Note that the private room functionality has 
been elected as a fully independent wp5 component.  

The asynchronous content sharing is implemented as a feature of the sub-community in fact a central
repository attached to the sub-community that can only be accessed by the members of the sub-
community. Any content pushed in the repository is then made available to others and notification may 
be sent to inform members of the sub-community that a new content has been posted.

The push of content in sub-community is subject to the privacy advisor approval 

3.10. Reputation Manager
History:   D4.1 Component contributor: TMO, UMA

PICOS Architecture Component: 9.5.21

Specification Lead: HPF, ITO

Description of Implementation
The Reputation functionality described in D4.1 is implemented in WP5 in the Reputation component.

3.11. Service Selector
History:   D4.1 Component contributor: All

PICOS Architecture Component: 9.5.23

Specification Lead: IFM

Description of Implementation
The Service Selector functionality described in D4.1 is not implemented in WP5.

The assumption is that the ability for a user to access a “service” is controlled by the resource policies 
and enforced by the owner of the service.

This is a post control and not a service that would provide a list of available features that could 
influence the available menu on the client application. Due to the nature of the mobile interactions, it 
si not realistic to imagine that menu display require access to the service selector as it should lead to 
unacceptable response times.

There has been no request from the project team to keep that component.

3.12. Privilege Management
History:  D4.1 Component contributor: Not defined in 4.1
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Description of Implementation
The Privilege Management functionality described in D4.1 is implemented in WP5 in the Policy 
component.

Privileges are associated to roles (member, admin) and defined as policies then stored in the policy 
component. Each time a requester want to perform a function, the component owner of the function 
asks the policy to evaluate the situation and a recommendation is sent back which is enforced by the 
component owner of the function.

3.13. Profile Manager
History:  D4.1 Component contributor: BRNO

 PICOS Architecture Component: 9.7.9

 Specification Lead: HPF

Description of Implementation
The Profile Management functionality described in D4.1 is implemented in WP5 in the Profile 
component.

Note that the definition of a user profile is limited to static information attached to either a rootId or a 
partialId excluding dynamic information (presence, location) as well as any description of privileges or 
privacy rules.

3.14. Policy Manager
History:  D4.1 Component contributor: All

 PICOS Architecture Component: 9.6.8

 Specification Lead: HPF

Description of Implementation
The Policy Management functionality described in D4.1 is implemented in WP5 in the Policy 
component.

3.15. Social Presence
History:   D4.1 Component contributor: ATOS

PICOS Architecture Component: 9.5.24

Specification Lead: HPF

Description of Implementation
The Social Presence functionality described in D4.1 is implemented in WP5 in the Presence 
component. His scope has been narrowed as the location information is treated separately from the 
presence information. That is why the component has been renamed presence component.
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This decision has been taken as the WP6 mentioned that both information have to be treated separately 
and as the separation ease the re-use of existing components.

3.16. Real-Time Content Sharing
History:   D4.1 Component contributor: 

PICOS Architecture Component: 9.8.3

Specification Lead: GUF,  ITO

Description of Implementation
The Real-Time Content Sharing has been derived from the genral content sharing functionality 
described in D4.1  but focus on  doing real time content sharing through the establishment of a 
communication  first and then the push of content to the communication participant
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4. Platform Use Cases
In this section we illustrate how the implementation components of WP5 are used to achieve the 9 
PICOS uses cases described in D4.1.

For each use case a call flow describes the functions and components of WP5 that have to be used. 

For each use case, the limitations and differences compared to the call flow are also listed.

PUC 1: Registration: Registration and creation of a new member profile.  Creating an initial 
identity, importing reputation, setting policies and respecting different roles.

PUC 2: Accessing the community:  Identifying, authenticating and granting authorisation to a 
member. 

PUC 3: Revocation: Leaving a community, giving due consideration to content contributed while 
a member.

PUC 4: Multiple identities: Creating, selecting and managing multiple member identities 
(pseudonymous/partial Identities).
PUC 5: Reputation: Establishing the reputation of members within and across communities.  
Providing recommendation and feedback.  Registering to receive notifications.

PUC 6: External services: Exposing partial Identity / profile to external services

PUC 7: Content sharing: Importing/exporting and controlling the sharing of content contributed 
to the community by members, including automatic/manual tagging and notification.

PUC 8: Presence: Setting and controlling the sharing of online status information (location, 
presence, etc.) about members.
PUC 9: Sub-community: Creating and managing a sub-community (sub-group) within the 
overall community.

The implementation of these call flows has led to the necessary separation of responsibilities between 
WP5 and WP6.

The WP5 team implements a set of functions that allows the application to operate the selected 
community. The WP5 PICOS platform is community agnostic and offers flexibility to adapt his 
functions according to the community to support. One of its values is to allow the provisioning of 
community policies that completely change the behaviour of the platform whereas in most 
implementations policies are hard coded by implementers.

The WP5 PICOS platform defines generic functions and services that can be sequenced by the 
application in different ways to serve the community.

The WP6 defines the application i.e. the community layer that offers the services that are relevant to 
his members and that customized the WP5 PICOS platform according to the community policies. The 
WP6 is community specific in his way of presenting the services (UI), define external services and 
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addressing specific needs of the supported community (such as specific content for anglers format like 
catch summary, diary entry, watercourses and fishing spots) .

For some operations, the WP6 team has integrated an application server that execute application 
orchestration to optimize the client/server exchange based on the UI defined.

The rule to split the chaining of operations between the client and the server to have one end user 
action leading to no more than one client to server exchange.

Client orchestration is acceptable when it can be mapped to end user orchestration (orchestration 
implying end user action).

Some of the chained actions that were defined in the PUCs have been considered as application 
orchestration and then application dependent. (EX: Creation of partialId during the global registration 
phase).

The client application is considered as a trusted element in the architecture and participates to the 
overall orchestration model. 

The client-server model used for supporting the angler community is based on a client application 
which is responsible for the presentation layer of the wp5 services as well as the presentation layer of 
the application services.

The client controls the User Interface, cache a local representation of the user context and access 
handset resources like the file system or the camera. As such it contains some autonomy to execute 
application logics as long as the overall user experience is preserved by limiting the amount of 
exchanges with the server. 

The WP5 PICOS platform acts as a central repository of community and user contexts that can be 
accessed through a external API using a RPC model. The RPC communication abstracts the remote 
API access and allows the client implementers to focus on user experience rather than developing 
protocols to interact with the servers.
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4.1. PUC 1: Registration
Note that this registration PUC includes descriptions that are under WP6 responsibility for some of the 
global orchestration.  The registration PUC is the most complex one. Its implementation has taken into 
account the constraints due to interactions over the air (minimize interactions, max one request per 
end user action) as well as natural End user interactions over the registration screens

Client application:  display of the login screen with a button/link to register. The user clicks on the 
link. The client requests the public community terms and condition (public community component).

Client application: The client displays the terms and conditions and makes sure that the user has 
read/scrolled the whole text and accepts these conditions that should include a description of the 
community policies about privacy.

Client application: when the user accepts the conditions and only if he accepts, the client application 
switch to the register form where user is asked for his login/password, profile and information and 
possibly privacy rule customization.

Client application: Once the necessary and mandatory information is filled by the end user, the client 
application sends a register request (registration component).

Wp5 platform: the platform checks the uniqueness of some elements (login name, pseudo) and may 
refuse the register. If no error is found, then it creates rootId and store login information in the 
authentication component. It create user context in almost all the components  (presence, location,  RT 
content sharing, private room, profile) all it  set  user  specific privacy policies and store the 
customized rules that may have been redefined by the end user at the policy component level. Then a 
registration response is sent back with the rootId.

Client application: wp5 understands that the application does not want to use the rootId as the 
primary identity and wants to immediately create a partialId. The application sends a createPartialId 
request to the partialId component.

Wp5 platform: the partialId creation implying the creation of a partial Identity in almost all the 
components including eth storage of the profile as well as customized privacy policies if any 
(otherwise the default community policies apply).

Although initially integrated into the PUC, the PA component has decided not to provide privacy 
advises during registration. The Privacy Advisor value must be recognized via a set of appropriate 
warning for not obvious end user action.

A difference in the global paradigm that wp5 has developed is that partialId as well as rootId are
internal ids that are never communicated and only used to identify users internally. Pseudo are the 
public information attached to users with the assumptions that pseudo may change whereas partialId
and rootIds never change.

By default with the policy processing default user policy apply if no partialId policies have been 
defined and provided to the platform during the registration.

The default value for reputation of a partialId has not been finalized yet.
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Register
The following diagram represents the interactions between the registration component and the other 
WP5 components upon the receipt of the register request.

Figure 7: Intra-platform  register call flow
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Note : these call flows only describe the intra wp5 platform interaction triggered by a register request 
or an unregister request. The registration PUC includes other requests such as “get 
TermsAndConditions” and “createPartialId”.
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4.2. PUC 2: Accessing the community
The access to community is achieved via the login process and via the access control for any client 
<=> server transaction.

Client application:  The client application displays the login screen so that the user can enter the 
login/password. The client establishes a secure ssl channel with the server and sends the login request 
to the server via the proxyWs.

WP5 platform: The login component receives the login request and contacts the authentication server 
for identity validation (login name/password). If the End user has registered, a user context exists in 
the authentication server which will be used to identify the user. The login is accepted or refused and 
information like rootId and a session token is generated for sub-sequent request validation.

WP5 platform: The login phase is a critical phase as the client doesn’t keep end user context on the 
client side. This context must be restored each time the user logs in. In order to limit the traffic over 
the air during the login phase, the login response contains a fair amount of context information like 
identities and their associated profiles as well as contact list. The login component request the contact 
list associated to the rootId to the contact components as well as identities to the partialId component.

Client application: For sub-sequent web service accesses to the platform to benefit from its services 
(public repository, forums, sub-community, communication….), the client has to provide either the 
rootId or one of the partialId and the session token. There is also a requester parameter being defined 
in almost all web service requests that will be overwritten with the real identity that has been validated. 
The requester Id and session token are parameters of the RPC call between the client application and 
the proxyWs so that authentication of the requester is managed independently of the web service 
request.

Regarding the list of services, the assumption is that the client is aware of the community available 
services and during the login; the client application retrieves the role of the End user and can adapt the 
availability of the services according to the received role.
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Login
The following diagram represents the interactions between the login component and the other WP5
components upon the receipt of the login request.

Figure 8:  Login intra-platform call flow
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Logout
The following diagram represents the interactions between the login component and the other WP5
components upon the receipt of the login request.

Figure 9: Logout intra-platform call flow

Figure 10: access control done by the RPC gateway on almost any request
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4.3. PUC 3: Revocation
The revocation PUC is attached to the user revocation not to a partialId revocation.  The revocation is 
handled by the registration component via the unregister method that can be used by the user or 
accessed by the console admin.

The revocation of the user implies:

The deletion of the private room (PR)
The deleting of the partialIds (with updates of sub-community and contact lists)

The deletion of the presence/location information

The deletion of the user-profile
The deletion of the contact list if any

The revocation of the user as a member of the public community.(PC)

The deletion of policy rules that have been defined for this user
However any content or forum contribution that has been published by the user will remain in the 
different repositories. The privacy advisor is involved to warn user about content left in repositories. 
This is only valid if the revocation is coming from an End user action and not from the administrator 
of the community.

Figure 11: Intra-platform  unRegister call flow
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4.4. PUC 4: Multiple partial Identities
Client application: The client application allows the creation of a partialId and display a form to be 
filled with personal static information. Attached to these data, privacy rules can be defined to 
allow/restrict access to the partial Identity profile attributes

Client application: A “createPartialId” is sent to the server.

WP5 platform: The server  provision the new identity in all components (presence,  location, 
contact….)  add the identity for access to private room, set the policy rules for the partialId and return 
a partialId to the client application. Then the partialId can be used in any transaction with the platform 
including on element that are unique for the user (private room, location, asynchronous message 
inbox.

When a partial Id is deleted, all contexts attached to that identity are deleted.

Privacy policies can be defined on a per identity basis whereas a privilege which depends on the role 
of the user in various resources (public community, sub-community, and forum) is a combination of 
rootId privileges and partialId privileges.

The partialId component does the orchestration of the creation and deletion of the partialId as well as 
the user profile associated to each partialId.

Regarding profile, the partialId component is in charge of consolidating the rootId and the partialId 
profiles so that attributes that are common to all partialId profiles and stored in the rootId profile are
automatically updated in the partialId profile during his retrieval. Profiles are composed of attributes 
which most of them are optional. Then privacy rules can apply to all attributes of a user profile. 

The authentication method proposed in the WP5 definition document (based on IMEI) for getting the 
list of identities has been replaced by the access control method developed in the proxyWs using the 
session Token to validate the identity of the requester.

The partialId component provides the necessary facilities to retrieve the list of identities attached to a 
user (identified by its rootId) or retrieve the rootId associated to a particular partialId.

Once identities are created they can be used by the End User to use defined services. Regarding sub-
community services, only one identity can be used for a particular sub-community. In most of cases it 
is the identity that was known by the creator of the sub-community when he invited the user (private 
sub-community) or the identity the user used when he registered (public sub-community).

Each partialId has his own reputation that is built upon the rating of his contribution.

The display of terms and condition during the partialId creation was not considered as there are 
previously displayed during registration.

The client application can retrieve the default partialId privacy policies (queryPolicy to the policy 
manager for particular partialId resource) before allowing the End user to customize them. Regarding 
privileges, the partialId automatically inherit from the rootId privileges as far as public community 
privileges are concerned (attached to the rootId role).

The Privacy Advisor is not involved during the creation of the partialId.
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The Uniqueness of the pseudo attached to the partialId and the allocated partialId is checked among all 
pseudo used in all identities of all members of the public community.

CreatePartialId
Create a user context in most of the components related to the new created partialId. Set policies for 
partial id attributes based on default policies

Figure 11: create a partial identity   call flow
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getIdentityProfile
For partialId, combine the rootId profile (attributes that are generic to the user) and the partialId 
profile. (attributes that are specific to a partial identity) and check if there is a global policy for the 
profile or a per attribute policy

Figure 12: get Identity Profile call flows
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deletePartialId
Remove partialId user context to clean-up the WP5 platforms 

Figure 13:  delete a partial Id call flow
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getidentityList
Get the list of identities attached to the partialId. The response includes the profile for each identity

Figure 14:  getIdentityList call flow

getRootIdWithPartialId
Retrieve the rootId attached to the provided partialId

Figure 15: getRootIdWithPartialId call flow
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4.5. PUC 5: reputation
Reputation is managed by the reputation manager. The reputation can receive “rateEntity” request 
from any member for a content that has been produced either by a member of the community or by the 
administrator of the public community.

The reputation information contains various information about the rating of the content (stored in 
history), the number of contributions attached to the owner of the contributions, the number of rates a 
content has received and the number rating, a user has submitted.

Entity involved in reputation management are then content (content, forum contributions), users (the 
owner of the content, the user who rated) defined by rootId or partialId.

The reputation manager stores an history of the rating event that can be retrieved at any time should 
the requester need to know the details of the rating.

There is a mechanism of subscribe/notification for reputation to get reputation when it changes or 
when it passes a certain threshold. If no subscription is done for reputation changes , no notification is 
sent.

The internal mechanisms are in line with the described behaviour.

4.6. PUC 6: External services
There is no external service specified in the solution and therefore no specific behaviour for external 
services has been integrated into the platform.

4.7. PUC 7: Content sharing
Note that there is no content sharing component but content sharing can be achieved in different ways 
including:

Push of a content in the public repository (public community component)
Push of a content  in the sub-community repository (sub-community component)

Push content in a communication (Real Time content sharing component)

Push message in the asynchronous inbox (Real Time content sharing component)
Push contribution in a public forum (public community component)

Push contribution in a sub-community forum. (sub-community component
Any push of content in the private room of the user is not perceived as a way to share content as the 
private room can only be accessed by the end user (via his different partialIds) .

There is a unique description of what content is across the platform. Content is described as a 
combination of:

A string and its attributes 

And / or
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A multimedia file and its attributes

Pushing content must comply with the policy rules attached to the different repositories or to the 
different forums. The enforcement of user privileges is achieved by creating a situation composed of a
requester, a repository and the action (read, write, delete; move…) , the requester wants to perform on 
the resource and by asking the policy manager to evaluate the situation. The policy manager 
determines if there is a valid rule that can be used to evaluate the situation. The policy manager replies 
with an action status to allow or disallow the action.

Requester may have privileges because:

He has a role in the public community
He is a member of  sub-communities or has a specific role in the sub-community

He is contributing to forum or has a role in forums

In most of the cases, content is stored in the platform except for the real time content sharing which 
model is to share content and messages during a communication without preserving the messages and 
content that have been exchanged.

The privacy Advisor plays a role during content sharing by making sure that private information is not 
sent in messages or content attributes do not contain sensitive information such as location. 

The first action of the component in charge of sharing content is to call the privacy advisor and wait 
for an approval from the PA to continue the content sharing processing.

Then the PA will check if sensate information is part of the content attributes and part of the body if 
the body contains text. In case of sensitive information found, the PA will inform the requester about 
what he found and wait for the end user approval. If the user accept to make sensitive information 
public, he sends back to the PA  a positive answer which will trigger the approval of the PA and the 
content is accepted. 

Each content is identified by a content Id that is unique and that is allocated each time a new content is 
pushed to a repository or a contribution is pushed to a forum. 

Facilities are provided to transfer content between repositories or reference content to initiate a real 
time content sharing.

The real time content sharing is based on a communication and invitation model where the creator of 
the communication selects a list of contacts and starts a chat with these potential participants.  
Notifications for communication invitation are sent to each participant who can accept or refuse to be 
part of the chat..
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Figure 16; create a communication (chat) call flow

Once established, the communication allows the distribution of messages and content to all 
participants of the communication. The call flow below shows a content that has been captured on the 
client side and that is pushed in a chat (communication). Once the privilege rules are validated, the 
content is examined by the privacy advisor (attributes  of the content and the body if it is text) which 
checks if no personal information is stored in it.

Figure 17: sendCommunicationContent call flow
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If no advise is necessary, then the content is distributed to the participant of the chat.

4.8. PUC 8: Presence
As the client application has decided to separate the presence information management from the 
location information management, it has been decided to adapt the proposed social presence functional 
block to reflect that client split.

The presence component only deals with presence (status, note) whereas the location server deals with 
location information (GPS coordinates, location description, address).

Both are using the same set of methods:

Get   presence or location
Retrieve the information. Check privacy rules with the policy manager. For location, location can be 
retrieved either from the location database or directly from the client application through a notification 
process.

Figure 18 getPresence call flow
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Subscribe    presence or location
Subscribe to presence or location information attached to a partialId so that each time the information 
is updated, the subscriber is notified.  A web service request is then sent to the notification server 
acting as a relay towards the client application.

Figure 9: subscribe presence call flow
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Unsubscribe presence or location
Stop receiving notifications when updates are sent by the owner of the presence/location attributes.

Figure 10 unSubscribe call flow

Update presence/location  
The owner of the attribute can change manually or automatically the presence /location information 
which might trigger some notifications sent to subscribers.

Figure 11 Update presence call flow
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Both components support privacy rule enforcement and check with policy manager if the requester can 
perform the required action (read, write) on the attribute of the targeted user.

For location and presence, the two components support the 4 possible action status that can be defined 
in a policy rule:

Allow:  the requester is allowed to read:/write presence / location information.

Disallow: the requester is not allowed to read/write presence or location. If no rule exists to 
evaluate the situation, the requester is not allowed to perform the required action.

AskOnce: There is a permission to ask to the owner of the attribute so that the requester can 
perform the action. A ”request for authorization” notification is sent to the client application up 
to the End user to accept / refuse the action on his presence or location. The rule is updated 
according to the user response so that the authorization is asked once.

AskAlways: There is a permission to ask to the owner of the attribute so that the requester can 
perform the action. A “request for authorization” notification is sent to the client application up 
to the End user to accept / refuse the action on presence or location. The rule is not updated so 
that the authorization is always asked unless the End User decides to change the rule in the 
notification response.

4.9. PUC 9: Sub-community
Users, who are members of the public community, can define private or public sub-communities. 
Private sub-communities are completely controlled by the creator and people can join only if they are 
invited. Public sub-communities work via a registration process and people can join without the 
consent of the creator. 
Public sub-community can be searched based on keywords whereas private sub-community are not 
visible.

The sub-community component manages the creation, deletion, and the member mist (add/remove) as
well as the sub-community resources (repository and forum).

The sub-community relies on Elgg Open source for content management.

The sub-community component enforces user privileges for sub-community resource access and 
control. An admin role for a particular sub-community is defined and has super capabilities. Other 
invited member or members, who register, have the “member” role which allows them to access the 
sub-community. They are able to delete their contribution or the content they have pushed whereas the 
admin role can delete/edit any content pushed to the repository or any contribution pushed to the 
forum.  The admin role can also invite new member or revoke existing members.

For private sub-communities, all members are aware of the member list and are notified when the 
status of a member is updated (has accepted the invitation; has left the sub-community…) this is 
achieved by sending web service notification via the Notification component.

Any action to access sub-community resource is validated against the sub-community policy by 
interacting with the policy component.
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Figure 12: create sub-community call flow

The above call flow shows the creation of a sub-community providing attributes like the name or the 
administrator identity and then the invitation of a new member. 
For readability, we do not provide all call flows which would lead to one call flow per method in the 
interface i.e. 140 call flows.

4.10. PUC 10: privileges
Privileges are managed via roles defined in particular contexts (public community, forums, sub-
communities). Rules are defined and attached to roles. They are then associated to PICOS resources 
(defined in the appendix A of the functional specs) to form a policy.

A php script has been created to automate the configuration of the default community rules.

The policy component is acting as a policy engine and allows the definition of rules that can include 
various conditions (see the function specs for a description of the rules) on identity, date and 
reputation.

The policy engine is provisioned using various web service methods that allow the association of rules 
to resources, the deletion and modification of policies as well as rules in a policy.

Each requester creates a “situation” based on the requester Id, the accessed resource and the action to 
perform on the resource. The policy component checks if there any valid policy to evaluate the 
“situation” and if any, it replies with the action status that is defined in the rule.
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Figure 24: get user privilege call flow

For actions like create forum, delete discussion, the privileges are attached to the role of the public 
community member. As described in the above call flow, the component needs to known the role of 
the requester in the public community (here in this community only admin or member are defined). As 
the requester field can a partial identity, the component needs to retrieve the id of the user as the role is 
attached to the user. Once the role is known, the component builds the question to the policy engine 
specifying the requester, its role in the public community: 

“Can this person who has this role in the public community perform the action on the resource?”

For privilege management on sub-community resources, the role of the member in the sub-community 
must also be provided.

For privilege management on communication resources,  the role of the member in the communication 
must also be provided.

It is the component responsibility to enforce the policy server answer.
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5. Implementation strategy

5.1. Definition

Brainstorming has been conducted between partners to refine the value proposition select which uses 
cases had to be implemented in the first prototype and select the necessary components accordingly.

A service definition document has been written.

5.2. Specification
Once the scope of the platform was started to be shaped, it was critical to define the platform 
functionality and its interface from an external standpoint so that the application team could start 
define the end User application.
A functional specification document (main feature and interface description) of 400 pages has been 
written and reviewed. All review comments have been gathered into a xls form with a status and action 
per comment. 

5.3. Design
The design phases consisted in defining the overall architecture and the internal API between the 
orchestrated layer and the service enabler components. Some of the component API methods are 
directly accessed by the client, other are reserved for WP5 platform internal usage. These methods 
cannot be called by the client. This method access control is done by the RPC gateway.

Call flows between components have been produced. Their goal was validate component needs against 
the proposed internal API and evaluate further integration tests to be performed during the integration 
phase as they were showing component dependencies.

The internal and external interfaces have been defined using the wsdl language. From a  client 
application standpoint, the platform was perceived as having a single wsdl document that was 
describing the platform interface.

5.4. Coding

The WP5 Picos platform has been written using  web technologies  including web services and the 
php language. The php language is a high level scripting language that offers outstanding new 
flexibilities  in the development of new applications. The web service support is well integrated and 
allows in a few lines of code to generate web service requests that is managed by the platform or by an 
external web resource. The php language is well recognized for rapid prototyping of complex 
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applications. The php language is supported on various platforms including windows and Linux
platforms.

The WP5 PICOS platform is based on Linux RedHat operating system and various open source 
software have been installed including apache, php, libpng, libjpeg and Elgg .
The RPC gateway, which is a HP asset, is also required to translate the client RPC calls into web 
services requests.

The platform represents around 20 000 lines of php code.

Each  component owner was responsible for doing their component module testing. 
The component testing has been achieved by creating a php  script for each web service entry point of 
the component. Each php test script was offering a rudimental web interface to fill the parameters of 
the request and test various scenarios.
For components that were using other component services, emulation of these components were made 
available.
These test scripts were also made available to WP5 partners as well as WP6 so that they could create 
platform context (such as create new users) before the client application was able to perform it.

The delivery model for the complete platform feature set has been incremental delivering features over 
10 releases.

5.5. Integration
Due to the light weight used application execution environment, it was possible to provide early in the 
process a WP5 PICOS platform with all the components either with limited (emulated) capabilities or 
with the final component. Step after step, the emulated components have been replaced with final 
components.

Five platforms were installed from the very beginning , each platform being accessible from outside 
and allocated to one partner so that risk and test impact was minimized. The five “platforms” are 
running on a single server.
Each partner could then develop their own component on their system and could do a remote 
integration of their component by accessing the platform and by reconfiguring the platform so that 
their component was used instead of the emulated one.
Each component owner was responsible for the integration with service enablers components (policy, 
profile, logging..) and HPF was responsible for validating the component in the platform using the test 
suite.

The private room and sub-community components have been integrated to the platform by running 
most of the platform components at the Grenoble solution Center and running the private room and 
sub-community component on servers in Germany and re-configuring the platform to properly locate 
the remote components.

5.6. Test strategy
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In order to validate the 140 web service requests defined  in the WP5 PICOS platform interface,  a test 
suite has been developed that covers around 150 usage scenarios with a 100 %  tested method 
coverage. The branch coverage has not been evaluated.

The test suite offers a way to directly test the Picos platform components (emulation of  wp5 
component  interactions). It also offers an emulation of the client to query the platform services over 
the RPC gateway. The same tests can be run in these two environments.

In order to test  sophisticated scenarios where the WP6 client application is supposed to receive 
notifications or  request, the test suite embeds an emulation of the client application for the notification 
process. The test suite has then the ability to test various client application answers.

The WP5  team uses the same tracking system than the WP6 team,  easing  the  bug correction process.
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6. How the WP5 PICOS platform contributes to trust 
principles

6.1. Openness and Transparency
TrP 1 Openness and Transparency: PICOS offers services that handle personal information in an 
open and transparent way.

The WP5 PICOS platform implements the community policies that define how personal data is stored 
and made available. By default, all users’ related data is private and cannot be accessed by any 
member of the community unless the user decides to make them public. The client application allows 
the customization of the privacy rules to enable partial sharing of data.

Any modification of the privacy rules is logged for audit.

All data entered by the End user is made available for modifications and the platform allows the 
modification of user-profile, published content as well as published contribution.

6.2. Trust between communities
TrP 2 Trust between communities: PICOS recognises trust as a common currency when exchanged 
between PICOS communities.

PICOS trust relies on the reputation management which is designed to increase trust on members of 
the public community as well as trust of sub-communities.

The sub-community member privileges are defined via policy rules and enforced by the WP5 
components.

6.3. Provenance

TrP 3 Provenance: PICOS ensures that members can rely on the provenance of information.

The WP5 PICOS platform implements a strict access control based on requester identity authentication 
and a secure ssl channel for any interaction with the platform. The requester privileges are enforced by 
the WP5 components.
Content ownership is enforced by the platform to avoid any attack to the user reputation based on 
rating of a poor content that is associated to the user whose reputation is attacked.

6.4. External services
TrP 4 External services: PICOS ensures that externally hosted services are delivered in a trustworthy 
way and that members are aware when external services are less trustworthy than internal services.
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External services have not been integrated to the PICOS framework implying no interactions between 
the WP5 PICOS platform and external unsecured servers.

6.5. Audit
TrP 5 Audit: PICOS allows processes to be fully auditable by a trusted entity.

The auditing relies on an Event logging component that collects logging from all components and 
allows a filtering of the event on a per user level.

6.6. Objective and subjective trust

TrP 6 Objective/subjective trust:  PICOS supports both objective and subjective methods for 
assessing trust.

Trust relies on reputation and reputation is based on rating of content and contribution pushed to 
community or sub-community repositories.  The reputation component is designed to filter reputation 
(and then trust) attacks. The reputation component offers a way to retrieve all rating events attached to 
content so that the history can be analyzed.

6.7. Consensus
TrP 7 Consensus: PICOS guarantees that no single entity can act in a way that might compromise the 
trust and privacy of the community.

All member actions are enforced by the component action owners based on user privileges.

6.8. Member accountability
TrP 8 Member accountability: PICOS ensures that Members are accountable for their actions while 
a member of the Community.

The event logging mechanisms as well, as the access control (validate user identity), enables a step by 
step control of any user action. The event logging component enables a search event model that allows 
fast access to the required information.
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7. How the WP5 PICOS platform implements the 
Privacy Principles
7.1. Notice of collection

PrP1 Notice of collection: Notice is provided to the Data Subject of the purpose for collecting 
personal information and the type of data collected.

The community terms and conditions explain the global community policies related to data collection 
and data retention. They are displayed before the final registration of a user as the first screen before 
any data collection.

7.2. Policy Notification
PrP2 Policy Notification: Data Subject is notified of the applicable policies in terms of Consent, 
Access and Disclosure.

The community terms and conditions explain the global community policies related to data collection 
and data retention. They are displayed before the final registration of a user as the first screen before 
any data collection.

7.3. Changes in Policy or Data Use
PrP3 Changes in Policy or Data Use: Notice must be provided if and when any changes are made to 
the applicable privacy policies or in the event that the information collected is used for any reason 
other than the originally stated purpose.

The WP5 PICOS platform is designed to respect user privacy and will enforce any customization of 
the privacy rules attached to user attributes. No data mining function is integrated into the platform 
and no external server is allowed to access the user data.

7.4. Timing of Notification
PrP4 Timing of Notification: The purposes for which personal data are collected should be specified 
not later than at the time of data collection.

The community terms and conditions explain the global community policies related to data collection 
and data retention. They are displayed before the final registration of a user as the first screen before 
any data collection. The terms and conditions must have been agreed before moving to the data 
collection phase.
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7.5. Sensitive Information
PrP5 Sensitive Information: Data Subjects must be informed of, and explicitly consent to, the 
collection, use and disclosure of sensitive information (i.e. medical or health conditions, racial or 
ethnic origins, political views, religious or philosophical beliefs, trade union membership or 
information regarding sex life) unless a law or regulation specifically requires otherwise.

The platform offers way to share personal information should the user accepts that sharing model. The 
user can change privacy rules and can request permission (for presence and location) to be asked for 
any accept to user data.

7.6. Informed consent
PrP6 Informed Consent: The Data Subject must provide informed consent to the collection of 
personal information unless a law or regulation specifically requires otherwise.

The platform allows the user to manage consent via the policy rules that can be modified via the client 
application. Policy rule modifications are logged using the event logging.

7.7. Change of Use Consent
PrP7 Change of Use Consent: Consent must be acquired from the Data Subject to use personal 
information for purposes other than those originally stated at time of collection.

The platform strictly enforces default community policies (every user attribute is private) or the 
version customized by the end user himself.

7.8. Consequences of Consent Denial
PrP8 Consequences of Consent Denial: Data Subjects must be made aware of the consequences of 
denying consent. 

Any request denial to access user or platform resource  leads to an error message sent back to the 
requester.

7.9. Limitation of Collection
PrP9 Limitation of Collection: Only personal information relevant to the identified purpose may be 
collected.

The platform allows the data collection of full user-profile attributes but restricts the mandatory entries 
to the very minimum (pseudo).
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7.10. Fair and Lawful Means
PrP10 Fair and Lawful Means: Information must be collected by fair and lawful means. 

Data collected by the platform are completely under the End User control. A few information is made 
public which is the pseudonym of the partial identities otherwise the default community policies block 
access to the End User information. Then the End-user can decide to allow access by other members to 
their profile, presence, location or contact list.

Information is collected either during registration, partial identity creation or user profile modification 
using screen. None of the handset information is sent to the platform except the location information 
after the End User has enabled this capability and enable others to see his location information by 
customizing the privacy rules.

7.11. Fair and Lawful Means
PrP11 Acceptable Uses: Personal Data may only be used for the purposes stated at the time of 
collection.

User can create profiles that they can decide to share. Data are then collected for remote storage and it 
is up to the user to decide what to do with the data (push content and share it, share user profil , 
presence or location.

7.12.  Data Retention
PrP12 Data Retention: Personal Data is retained no longer than necessary to complete the stated 
purpose.

When the user is revoked, all user attributes are deleted. The event logging is kept for auditing 
purpose. No user data is kept in the event logging files.

7.13. Third-Party Disclosure
PrP13 Third-Party Disclosure: Notice and Consent of the Data Subject is required to disclose 
information to third parties. The PICOS architecture must uphold the member’s wishes with regard to 
information flow.

No user data is disclosed outside the community and within the community, the disclose is managed
by the End User via the privacy rules.

7.14. Third Party Policy Requirements
PrP14 Third Party Policy Requirements: Organizations must ensure that any third parties are 
informed of their privacy policies and will follow them or possess equivalent policies.
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No external service is supported.

7.15. Access to Information
PrP15 Access to Information: Data Subjects are able to determine if an organization maintains data 
on them and should be able to request access to said information.

Any data collected on the End User (user-profile, presence, location, contact-list, content in private 
room, forum contributions) is made available to the End User through the client application.

7.16. Provision of Data
PrP16 Provision of Data: Requested information is provided clearly, at reasonable cost and within a 
reasonable timeframe.

User Data are accessible when the user logs in and can be modified at any time during the session.

7.17. Correcting Information
PrP17 Correcting Information: Data Subjects are able to update or correct personal information held 
by the organization.

User Data are accessible when the user logs in and can be modified at any time during the session.

7.18. Data Accuracy
PrP19 Data Accuracy: Organizations will ensure that all personal information is accurate, complete 
and kept up-to-date.

User Data accuracy is not managed by the platform.

7.19. Public Policies
PrP20 Public Policies: An Organization must ensure that its privacy policies are clearly published and 
publicly available.

The terms and conditions contain the PICOS community policies. It is up to the client to enable the 
display of the terms and conditions at any time during the log-in session.
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7.20. Data Management
PrP21 Data Management: PICOS must allow members to express how to store and process their data 
and uphold their wishes in this regard.

Not Applicable.

7.21. End-to-End Privacy
PrP22 End-to-End Privacy: PICOS supports end-to-end privacy.

Not Applicable.

7.22. Authentication
PrP23 Authentication: PICOS supports multiple forms of Member authentication, while continuing 
to respect privacy.

The first prototype supports one way of authenticating the End user.

7.23. Multiple Persona
PrP24 Multiple Persona: PICOS allows members to have multiple persona.

See previous chapter to see how partialId are managed with the platform. The multiple identities are 
not perceived by the WP5 PICOS platform as completely separated entities.
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8. Conclusion
As a conclusion to the delivery of the first prototype platform, it is important to come back on key 
milestones, deliveries, key factors for success as well as identified sources of improvements.

The delivery of a trial ready solution implies the involvement of numerous expertise’s. A key one is to 
hide the complexity of new mechanisms to ease the acceptance of the mobile service. In order to be 
successful, it is key that usability people can be involved early in the process to provide valuable 
feedbacks and influence even more the set of delivered services. More globally speaking the 
finalization of the first prototype and of the application specifications were very late in the project 
schedule leaving limited room for development or implying some platform rework to adapt application 
specifications. Suggestions will be made to shape the solution earlier in the project for phase 2 and 
better benefit from usability team feedbacks. An end user driven approach is critical to successfully 
pass the trial test.  The difficulty is to reconciliate such approach (End user driven approach) with a 
strong research content to bring innovative solutions that favors more a technology driven approach. 

The approach taken to scope the platform work was to use a community agnostic service approach so 
that  most of the wp5 platform can be re-used for the support of another community like the on-line 
gamers. No compromise was made on this rule which will ease the picos phase II project. This led to 
the definition of the WP5/WP6 split between the platform and the application

The global client server architecture has used innovative new models of communications that allow 
client application developers to focus on user experience rather than protocol implementation. On the 
server side, web service interfaces are mature and easy to use technologies to speed up prototyping of 
research concepts. 
Mobile networks still have constraints that can degrade the user experience if strict rules are not 
followed in the development of the client server interface. It is crucial to know how the client 
structures its user interface to adapt the platform interface accordingly (one user action should lead to a 
maximum of one server interaction) and limit its service orchestration responsibility.

The architecture of the first prototype has scrupulously followed a modular approach for the 
functionality spit with an object oriented modeling of the mobile community resources. This has been 
the foundation for the interface specifications and the architecture as well as of the development of a 
generic policy management so critical for the innovation related to Trust and Privacy. This can also be 
perceived as the foundations for a toolbox approach for Picos dissemination strategies

The genericity of the policy server is one of the key success of the platform  as it has demonstrated its 
ability to support a rich set of rule conditions for policy definition that were necessary to manage 
privacy of a large set of user attributes and privileges within PICOS project. The module doesn’t need 
to be modified to support definition of new policies on new resources or new community roles or new 
actions to evaluate. 

The selection of an agile methodology as well as web technologies like web services and php language 
were key decisions to successfully deliver the platform on time and build this fairly complete mobile 
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service. Php uses dynamicity a lot like for web service decoding easing the integration of evolving
interfaces; Some the policy engine data structure management implementation would have been very 
difficult to develop in more traditional languages. The richness of the php environment makes 
complex operation easy to implement without compromise on the capabilities and the control of 
system interfaces.

The test suite has been an incomparable tool for validation of iterative versions of the platform. 
Written in php , it was allowing to validate complex scenarios involving  numerous  interactions with 
platform components emulating  client request/response as well as notification decoding and answers. 
This test suite has helped delivering the platform early in the process so that the application team could 
start its server integration. 140 Web based test scripts (one per method) were also made  available to 
WP6 team so that they could emulate client behaviours not yet implemented and test a particular 
function

The first prototype of the PICOS platform is then seen as a  strong foundation  for demonstrating 
PICOS value proposition and which can easily evolve in the next PICOS phases 


